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Connessioni Leggendarie, Interview To Netart
Marco Mancuso

It  is  really  hard  to  be  an  impartial

journalist when, because of the critical

approach  hold  in  this  professional

f i g u r e  a n d  t h e  i n t e l l e c t u a l

responsibility  of  this  role,  you  are

almost  obliged  to  express  your

opinion on what is happening into the

world  of  elecgtronic  art.  Moving

throught  carefully  between  its

cathedral,  attending  its  customary

things, talking with its spokemen and

with  memory  and  experiences

keepers,  being  real ly  into  the

interpretation of estethical  form and

communication  languages  with  the

aim  of  understanding  how  human

nature express itself with electronical

instruments  that  knock  down,  with

increas ing  ve loc i ty ,  s ty l i s t ic

differences  and  ideological  border,

creative  experiences  and  way  of

expression.

This  is  the  reason  why  it  is  always

harder  to  face  impartially  the  story

and  description  of  a  show  l ike

Connessioni  Leggendarie,  takeing

place at Mediateca di Santa Teresa in

Milan until November 10 th .

An  Net  Art  exhibition,  an  attempt

(maybe incomplete, as the organizers

said)  to  give  historicity  and  of

mythicize works and actions of  that

bunch  of  cultural  mixers  (known

anyway as artists), that create the only

recognized and recognizable form of

contemporary digital vanguard.

.

Reflecting  on  how  the  role  of  the

artist/communicator  has  radically

changed,  on the  incredible  mediatic

strategy  and  marketing  guerrilla

strategy  have  put  into  effect  by

people like 0100101110101101.ORG, Vuk
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Cosic, The Yes Men, odi, Mark Napier,

Survellance  Camera  Palyers,  Etoy,

Electronic  Disturbace  Theatre,

Ubermorgen,  Florianj  Cramer,

Epidemic,  Alexei  Shulgin,  Jaromil,

Cornelia  Sollfrank,  Amy  Alexander,

Adrian Ward and some others, on how

Net Art is still the only artistic current

recognized  by  the  audience  and

media and so able to talk to the world

of contemporary art, on how Net art

was  able  to  submit  the  net  to  its

demands  and  shocking  the  invisible

wooves that subtend the mass medai

communication,  on  how  it  could

move in a constest of net euphorya

and  following  artistic  reinassance,

which will  have few equal in history

(or anyway in the history we will  be

able to live), well, my doubt and my

respect  for  net  art  still  remain  the

same.

Charged in the last 10 years with net

pirate,  with  sobversive  actions,  with

artistic  plagiarism,  with  positioning

a n d  a u t o r e f e r e n c e ,  n e t  a r t

protagonists  speak about theirselves

in  Connessioni  Leggendarie,  telling

form  the  inside,  increasing,  as  they

admit, with this exhibition the myth,

the legend about their surviving, using

the space as a different territory. That

is  also  because  the  net  nowadays

can’t allow a “legendary” grown as in

the period between 1995 and 2005.
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Is  it  to  soon  to  look  back  and  tell,

considering  this  is  such  a  young

discipline? Is it wrong to talking about

its  success  without  someone  telling

the insucces? The advice is look at the

exhibition, read the explanation forms

of  the  works  and  buy  the  great

catalogue to have a better knowledge

of the subject.

My role, as I saw the development of

the  Net  Art,  is  the  one  who  ask

question  to  start  the  necessary

conversations  between  the  old

avanguarde  and  the  rest  of  the

complex  world  of  electronic  art.

I ’m  talk ing  to  one  who  set  the

exposition, Domenico Quaranta, in the

n a m e o f  t h e  w h o l e  s c i e n t i f i c

c o m m i t t e e  o f  C o n n e s s i o n i

Leggendarie, formed by Luca Lampo,

member of Epidemic, Marco Deseriis,

author  the  book  “Net  Art-  art  of

Connections”,  and  the  couple  of

0100101110101101.org.

Because, as Amy Alexander in a self

interview, history of Net Art is based

on interview. And the following one is

just the last one…

.

M K :  H o w  d i d  t h e  i d e a  o f  a n

anthological  exhibition  come?  What

feedback  did  you  had  with  the

audience?

Domenico  Quaranta:  Connessioni

Leggendarie  is  not  an  anthological

exhibition,  it  is  an  historycal  novel

telling a fact in which its authors were

protagonists  and/or  partners.  The

matter was to isolate something that

has been told several times, but as a

part  of  something  bigger.  It  is  too

soon  to  analyze  the  impact  on  the

audience, but anyway it is a story that

had to be told and,  considering the

first  days,  lots  of  people  wanted to

listen to.

MK: Why setting the exposition in that

historical moment and with these few

artists and works? Do you think that

Net Art has nowadays nothing new to

say? That its impact and importance
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have to be referred only to the last 10

years?

Domenico Quaranta:  The idea under

Connessioni  Leggendarie  is  really

simple. Into the continous stream of

media sperimentation, we are able to

cut  out  a  moment,  identified  by  a

certain number of people and works.

A moment in which connections were

as important as results, and in which

what is left had the same importance

as what is still present. Someone said

it was an “eroic period” for Net Art. For

us, it is just the Legend. This historical

moment has to considered close, so

that it is possible to put into History.

But our “loved one”,  as Luca Lampo

said  in  the  catalogue,  is  pretended.

T h e  m e a n i n g  o f  C o n n e s s i o n i

Leggendarie is all in this contradiction:

that’s why Marco Deseriis said Net Art

is dead, and I say that its death is only

a part of its legend. Net Art is dead,

long live the Net Art!

.

MK:  Don’t  you  think  that  you  miss

your aim? I mean, that maybe you are

giving just a certain point of view of a

precise movement,  an historical  and

social  one,  considering only  the last

ten years..some works weren’t in the

exhibition, firts of all the famous “They

Rule”, but i’m also thinking about tens

of other works.

Domenico  Quaranta:  “Why  isn’t  Ada

web  there?”,  “Why  is  Carnivore

missing?”.  Most of the questions we

heard were about what is not there,

rather than trying to understand why

is  there  what  is  present.  In  my

opinion, the matter is which story you

want to tell.  The one we wanted to

tell  is  represented by only  a  certain

number  of  works,  and  neither  They

Rule ( by the way presented recently

at  Influencer)  nor  Ada  web  nor

Carnivore were in this number. They

are elements of the same landscape in

which the Legend was set.  Our aim

isn’t to describe the whole landscape,

but  the  works  that  choose  it  as  a

scenary.  If  you  look  for  a  sort  of

Rachel  Grren’s  book  in  Connessioni

Leggendarie,  you’ll  be  disappointed.

But  you  are  looking  for  the  wrong

thing.  It  doesn’t  mean  that  these

works aren’t important, but just that

they are not included in the idea of

the  exhibition.  And  this  idea  augur

other suggestions, so that myabe also

They  Rule  would  be  included  and

understood.
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MK:  Looking  at  the  exposition,  the

feeling is  of  an artistic  movement a

little bit over- estimated, expecially in

its  lack  of  coherence  between  its

original  revolutonary  spirit,  its

capability of understanding the wrong

line of information system and turning

into its own way and the real result of

the  works,  i ts  uncapabi l i ty  of

modifying  things,  the  fact  that  it

hadn’t had the impact it was meant to

on  custom,  society,  artistic  and

popular  coscience.  Just  think  about

the Yes Men movie: what is the sense

of reaching an international meeting

og such importance and then being

there wearing a golden suit and a fake

phallus?  What  is  the  sense of  show

they  were  able  to  deceive  the

international mediatic and informative

just to expose a fake nike swoosh in a

square?  Don’t  you  think  it  was

possible to dare,  in term of political

and social message?

Domenico Quaranta:  I  must  admit,  I

don’t want to talk about the diatribe

between  art  and  political  pledge,

polemists  much  stronger  than  me

have  already  talked  about  it.  But,

since your question implies a partially

faked reading of the idea between the

exhibition, i’ll try to.

Art  never  wanted  to  change  the

world, and in the very few cases this

idea crossed its mind (i.e Futurism and

Surrealism) it failed. Futurism became

a  political  party,  and  Surrealism

imitated  the  Third  International

structure.  They  both  won  on  the

linguistic matter, but on the social one

t h e y  w e r e  j u s t  a  p a r o d y  o f  a

revolution. The fact is the effect of an

artistic movement isn’t valuted by its

impact  on  social  l ife,  but  by  its

capability to influence the language.

Luca Lampo often says what Artaud

said to Breton “Make revolutionary art,

but make it art”. I don’t think there is a

better way to explain the matter. We

try to explain Net Art as avanguarde,

but we also have to say that it  is  a

postmodern avanguarde, much more

ironic  than  the  historic  ones.  That’s

why in my opinion it is totally wrong

thinking that Vuk Cosic has the same

marxist naivety as Breton.

Looking back to your examples…Being

at an international meeting wearing a

golden  suit  and  a  fake  phallus  has

sense  if  ,  just  like  it  happened,  the

audience  considers  you  as  a  WTO

envoy,  clapping  at  your  fascist

sentences. And the Swoosh isn’t the
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aim  of  Nikeground,  but  the  media

throught which artists show that the

reality we live in is more raving than

any artistic  hipotesis.  If  you ask Yes

Men  or  0100101110101101.org  to  talk

seriously about famine, you ask them

activism, not art.  But art,  this  art,  is

much  more  powerful  than  activism,

because  it  f ight  language  and

imagery,  and  create  simbols  any

activism  can  use.  Net  art  over-

estimated? Well, I don’t think it made

Christie’s  break  the  bank,  that  is

defended by Gagosian or that Arthur

C.Danto’s strings vibrated because of

it.  Some american museum plunged

theirselves into the fray, but they soon

took back their  word.  I’d  talk  about

t h e  n e e d  t o  d e m o n s t r a t e  i t s

importance  in  recent  hystory,  to

which Connessioni is trying to answer.

.

MK: Don’t you think was too soon to

organize a anthological exhibition on

artists and works that can be just the

first step of an artistic movement that

could  need  time  to  be  recognized?

Some of  the protagonists  of  net art

seem to have the same opinion, like

Shulgin,  Cosic,  Cramer…they  prefer

nowadays  different  works

Domenico Quaranta:  Avanguarde are

not  recognized  later.  Duchamp  and

others  knew they  were  avanguarde.

And  considering  Shulgin,  Cosic  and

Cramer…well,  Shulgin is co-author of

Introduction to the net art (1994-1999),

in a certain way, the inventor of the

game Connessioni is continuing. Cosic

was the first  who talk  about  Heroic

period, and Cramer is a writer.

A n y w a y ,  t h e  e x h i b i t i o n  i s n ’ t

premature  also  because,  further  the

anthological  prospective  you  are

reading  i t ,  one  of  the  biggest

problems Connessioni  has,  is  how is

possible  to  conserve  a  fresco  that

flake  faster  than  the  Leonardo’s

Cenacolo. The fact is we also have to

ask  ourselves  how  conservate

interesting  works  of  culture  before

digital  degrade  and  software  aging

throw  everything  away?  How  is

possible to communicate to an offline

audience operations we usually have

just  as  fragments?  How  popularize

names and works often unconsidered

also by the experts?It is not rick but

vision.  Do you think it  is  so strange

trying  to  popularize  as  much  as

possible  people  and  works  we

consider  important?
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MK: Why net art is in your opinion one

of the main form of electronic art that

was able to dialogue with the world or

museum  and  galleries?  Don’t  you

think is also too soon for this young

art to dialogue with classical cart? Are

galleries in Italy or abroad interested

in this art?

Domenico  Quaranta:  If  it  were  true,

Toywar would be at the MoMa, rather

than being a small  bunch of gift  on

the Net.  Telling itself  as  part  of  the

world of museums was one of the first

joke of net art, and even if it works,

we’b better stop believing in it. There

is a certain mrket, a few brave people

that risks, Postmasters and Bitforms in

New  York,  Fabio  Paris  in  Italy.  And

cosidering  the  so  called  young  art,

from  a  ceiling  in  Rivoli  dangle  a

stuffed horse, how is it older than our

puppet?
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MK:  Why did some artists disappear

(like  JoDi,  The  Yes  Men,  Etoy  and

others)? Where are they now? Do you

think, like many other, the net art has

become bourgeois and lost that kind

of revolution it had in its origin?

Domenico Quaranta: AS far as i know,

they are all fine, thanks. Disappeared?

Maybe just less visible. JoDi has just

opened his own exhibition, and this is

a very important one. Cosic was at the

ICA  in  London,  Etoy  is  enjoying  his

shares  and  the  Yes  Men  had  just

closed  a  pro  bush  campain.  If  you

think  they  are  disapperead…Net  art

bougeois?  It  depends  on  what  you

define net art (and on what you define

bourgeois).  Marco Desseriis  said  the

scene is  gone,  and now it’s  time to

officiate the Mass. But i’d rahter think

that fire is ever smpouldering…

 

Ubermorgen ‘[V]ote-auction’

The Yes Men
‘Reamweaver’, ‘The Yes Men as WTO’, ‘The
Management Leisure Suit’

Surveillance Camera
Players

‘Surveillance Camera Players’

Sebastian J. F. ‘info wars’
RTMARK ‘The Mutual Funds’, ‘Bringing It To You!’

Joan Leandre
retroYou

‘retroyou RC series : 1999′

Mark Napier ‘Riot’

Natalie Bookchin ‘Introduction to net.art (1994-1999)’

Jodi ‘Untitled Game’, ‘All wrongs reversed ©1982′

0100101110101101.ORG ‘Life Sharing’, ‘Biennale.py’, ‘Nike Ground’

Jaromil ‘Hasciicam’

I/O/D ‘The Web Stalker’

Heath Bunting ‘Net.art Consultants’

Florian Cramer
Perl poems ‘and’, ‘self’. ‘The Permutation of 0 and
1′

Electronic
Disturbance Theater

‘FloodNet’

Cornelia Sollfrank ‘Female Extension’, ‘The net.art generator’

Alexei Shulgin
‘FuckU-FuckMe’, ’386DX’, ‘Form Art’, ‘Introduction
to net.art (1994-1999)’

Alexander R.
Galloway

‘What You See Is What You Get’ perl/text

Adrian Ward ‘Autoillustrator’

[epidemiC] ‘Biennale.py’, ‘downJones’

Amy Alexander
‘Merry Christmas ’99 (the gift that keeps on
giving)’, ‘The Plagiarist Manifesto’

Mongrel Project ‘National Heritage’

Eldar Karhalev & Ivan
Khimin

‘Screen Saver’

etoy ‘Digital Hijack’, ‘Toywar’

Vuk Cosic ‘Deep ASCII’, ‘Documenta Done’

 

www.connessionileggendarie.it/

www.ready-made.net/

www.thething.it/netart/
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Frieze Art Fair
Sarah Nussenblatt

Regent’s Park it’s a beautiful park in

the heart of London. But for the last

three years,  during October,  it  is  no

more  crowded  by  lazy  tourists  or

English that hope to find some tepid

ray  of  autumnal  sun.  This  green

paradise  become  actua l ly  an

enormous  bazaar,  so  perfect  in  its

organization  that  it  turned  into  the

most  author i tat ive  European

expositive  exhibition.  More  than 160

gallery  chosen between the  best  of

the world expose their worthy artist, a

real Toy-land for collectors, onlookers

and layman searching for the new cult

object� Is this true?

The  only  critic,  not  unimportant,  of

this  awesome  marathon,  named

Frieze  Art  Fair,  surely  is  the  quality

sometimes mediocre of the selected

people.  This  creates  and  feed  the

unpleasant  difference  between  a

National Gallery and a private one that

links  the  first  one  with  the  noun

quality  and  the  second  one  with

exper imentat ion,  not  a lways

noteworthy. The Frieze deconsecrates

the expo concept bringing it back to

day  life  (we’re  talking  about  shows,

but it could also be a thematic hotel

or  a  disco-gal lery  in  a  stat ion

museum). It follows the positive and

freeing trend that  knock downs the

last barriers between a passive public

and a  new generation of  interactive

prosumer.

.

Learned relative of our Smau, similar

talking about the budget concept, the

Frieze could be a tragic fall into the art

chaos,  into  the  nothingness  of

everyday  l i fe  or  even  into  the

grotesque.  One  thing  is  sure:  the

perfect Londoner organization has as
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usual  succeeded in creating a myth.

Bes ides ,  we ’ re  cry ing  for  the

demolition of the elite art in favour of

a  wide  creativity  that  include  the

totality  of  people.  This  generates  a

contents  fault ,  but  only  a  few

understand it,  all  clouded by “lot for

less”.

From this point of view, Frieze it’s a

real  success.  In  just  four  days,  this

year from 21 st to 24 th October, you

can  find  live  music,  private  parties,

conferences  and  little  workshops.

Frieze  is  absolutely  stimulating,

amusing, not so out of conventional

moulds, therefore perfectly balanced

on the thin rope between mainstream

and  underground.  This  gives  the

f e s t i v a l  a  p o l i t i c a l l y  c o r r e c t

atmosphere that nothing creates and

nothing destroy, even less established

equilibriums  among  galleries  and

museum.

.

There is nothing genially innovative in

this  fair,  as  the  originality  we grasp

has  already  shown  during  the  last

decade. Evidently the market treated

by the administration is so large that

the  impact  become  invasive.  The

classical  expositive  method  is  easily

followed,  and  maybe  Frieze  due  to

this  “seraphic  routine”  his  own

success.

None  of  us  try  to  denigrate  Frieze!

During  the  last  years  the  tickets

booking  dizzy  increased,  the  media

has  publicized  more  and  more  the

event,  creating  a  little  milestone  of

the autumnal English season, as well

as a not to be missed appointment for

all the insider art students, managers

of an art  gallery or critics.  The third

edition  represented  an  announced

success, meaning that the ingredients

as  creativity,  new  galleries,  night

performances,  are  well-winners.  The

festival  is  considered  a  business

weekend,  even  one  of  the  most

important of the world, at least by the

British press.

.
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Huge stands proposed young people

selling their works relatively low-cost.

A fine sale. In some way it is not so far

f rom  a  Saturday  afternoon  in

Portobello road spent ransacking the

local street market. All that glitters is

not  gold,  but  you  can  surely  find

something interesting waiting for you.

And after miles up and down Regent’s

Park  looking,  talking  and  judging

you’d  be  satisfied  to  go  back  home.

Since its  born,  Frieze has supported

the  Anglo-Saxon  creativity  and  the

flowing torment that puts the expo at

the  centre  of  the  artistic  European

development.  A successful  Londoner

journalist,  Janet  Street-Porter,  witty

underlined  that  Mr.  Blair  in  person

should be thankful  to the promoter,

Mattew Slotover and Amanda Sharp,

able  to  use  the  English  fund  in  an

innovative  manner,  turning  it  into  a

huge income both on the economical

side  (Deutsche  Bank  as  majority

shareholder  does not surprise at  all)

and on the cultural side. Well, thanks a

lot!  Full  hotels,  taxi  rushing  to

Regent’s  Park,  flight  cost  never  so

high�  Considering  the  Festival  from

the  tourism  point  of  view,  success

guaranteed!
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What does not create trend when you

are so lucky to be born in London ?

Are  our  national  festival  less  valid?

Does  anyone  asks  itself  if  there  is

authentic  artistic  quality  in  the

exposed works? Unfortunately, I don’t

think  so.  Frieze  is  just  a  well  done

marketing  operation.  This  sentence

doesn’t mean the stands are pitiable.

Often they are very interesting, most

of all those who come from Germany

and Austria . But I think we should try

t o  b e  a  l i t t l e  b i t  c r i t i c a l  a n d

understand that  not  everything  that

comes from UK is perfect, even if we

submerse  ourselves  in  art  and  we

enjoy  ourselves  with  Frieze  moon

park.

Art Fair is absolutely worthy of note,

most of all because gives visibility to

young artists  too.  Give  a  chance  to

everyone  is  the  expo  motto,  within

freedom of choice and expression. As

this  doesn’t  frequently  happen,  it  is

considered the strongest point of the

event. No one can leave from Frieze

t h e  m e r i t  o f  b e i n g  a  m a s s i v e

expositive  container,  so  leveled that

each young artist would be a part of

it.

.

In fact, among the 47.000 onlookers

of  the  last  edition,  more  than  art

collectors  and  lovers,  Maurizio

Catelan,  Lawrence  Weiner,  Sir  Peter

Blake,  Anish  Kapoor,  Grayson  Perry

have  been  spotted  in  the  crowd.  It

points  out  that  the resonance given

by  English  media  to  the  event,  the

perfect organisation and the winning

communication, turn the Fair into the

world  wide  cult  moment.  Everyone

wants to take part in Frieze Fair!

The English press is able to do its job

and sell a product. Frieze cult object,

that  knows  its  abilities  and  how  to

valorise  them.  Reality  that  doesn’t

astonish, as an example of an English

peculiarity,  great  talent  of  the  UK

population:  adorn  itself  even  too

much.  Frieze  is  immature,  a  little

children  that  flirts  with  the  press,
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enchantress of crowd that begins to

u n d e r s t a n d  i t s  e s s e n c e .  A

contemporary  art  expo,  baby  but

already  central  .

.

So  the  little  Frieze  of  the  foregone

2004  edition  has  surely  grown  up,

walking on a road that will make it a

quality Fair, erasing the vanity created

by  its  virtually  valid  character  even

before being tested. English miracles!

The 2005 edition represented not only

an event for fetishists, but also a sell

of visual intriguing art works. This way

the  event  was  successful  from  the

media side, the economical side and,

last but not least, the qualitative side.

Even  the  manager  of  (Film)Tate

Modern, Stuart Comer, has applauded

with respect the great success of the

cutting  edge  of  the  art  market  for

collectors.

Surely  the agenda of  Fair  2005 was

bri l l iant.  The  trading  has  been

connected  to  different  projects

integrated to each other in a way that

the public could be astonished. Some

movies about Bill Viola, Andy Warhol e

Daria  Martin  and  the  concert  of

Karlheinz Stockhausen has been sold

out.  The  Frieze  trademark  will  aim

higher and higher.

www.friezeartfair.com

www.frieze.com
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New Center Of Data Processing
Marco Mancuso

Rechenzentrum,  a  data  processing

centre. It’s the best chosen name for

a n  a u d i o v i s u a l  e l e c t r o n i c

experimentation collective,  with that

Teutonic touch us Italian, and not only

us, are so fascinated by. All those who

work and are interested in digital art,

have learned to know and appreciate

this  Berlin  trio,  that  from  1997  has

made its own way acting as pioneers

and  watershed  between  art  and

electronic music, in such a way that

now  they  are  accused  of  having

achieved that sort of creative plateaux

with  more  and  more  inactivity

features  or  lack  of  stimulus.

It would be stupid not to admit that

the  young  discipline  of  audiovisual

electronic seems to show more and

more  its  end,  in  creative  terms,  in

re lat ion  to  a  growing  art ist ic

production and to a general technical

equalization. Marc Weiser , music and

programming, and Lillevan , video and

loop,  are  deeply  aware  of  what  is

around them, of how they get in short

time  to  the  necessity  of  a  turning

point, or of a deep artistic awareness,

maybe similar  to those who pushed

them  to  write  that  programmatic

document  of  audiovisual  integration

that  has  represented  a  dogma  for

many young artists during the years.

.

Without talking too much about their

work and their audiovisual aesthetics

with so many fans all over the world,

per fect  and  subt le  aesthet ic

minimalism, dada extemporising and

live techniques and cut up, I prefer to

let  them express by their  voice and

their  thought.  A  conversation  which

made  me  understand  how,  maybe,

after  many  years  of  activity,  the
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evolut ion  of  that  Ber l in  data

processing centre is much more than

what a simple show could tell.

Marco  Mancuso:  You  are  now  at

Audiovisiva  in  Milan  and  in  the  last

years you came many times in Italy . I

remember  Rome  ,  Pisa  ,  Naples  ,

P a l e r m o  a n d  I  a m  f o r g e t t i n g

something. What does it mean for you

to  come  in  our  country  to  perform

live?

Rechenzentrum:   We  have  been

invited to perform live in many places

in Italy . We have always get on very

well  with the persons we met,  they

were  open-minded  and  ready  to

know  elements  even  culturally

innovative,  including  what  now  is

electronic art. It is certainly true that

there  isn’t  a  point  of  reference,  a

magazine  like  yours,  an  aggregative

centre.  Meanwhile,  we feel  that  the

public  and  maybe  the  media  too,

would be ready for  a  turning which

could  approach  them  to  the  similar

reality  of  other  European  countries,

even  as  far  as  art  production  is

concerned.

.

Marco Mancuso:  You wrote you feel

like  a  true  band expressing  through

audiovisual elements, giving the same

importance to  the  visual  and sound

elements,  kept  on  the  same  level,

treating music with a visual approach

and videos as a music instrument. But

how  do  you  translate  that  concept

and  this  approach  live?  How  is  it

possible  to  understand  it  in  your

performance?

Rechenzentrum:   Well,  we  wrote  a

manifesto  on  what  we  think  about

a u d i o v i s u a l  e l e c t r o n i c

experimentation. At the beginning of

the 90′s, many clubs started to show

with  the  dj  their  videos  and  this

happened in festivals too. So, soon we

felt the need to write a manifesto of

our approach to that work, explaining

clearly that it is important for us that

music  and  image  should  be  on  the

same level,  creating  a  unique event

that couldn’t be replayed, as a sort of

extemporization  in  which  the  visual

element is always on the same level

than  music  and  rhythm.  Without

controlling  how  the  public  could

react,  but  making  it  flow  naturally.

There  isn’t  an  excessive  technical

element in our work as many believe;

there  is  a  human  element,  a  lot  of

extemporising a great mutual vision of

things.  When  we  perform  l ive

everyone knows what the others are
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doing,  we extemporise  according to

what  is  occurring  on  stage  in  that

moment  and  according  to  our

emotions.

Marco Mancuso: So, you extemporise

a lot in your work and in your show

Rechenzentrum: The live performance

has  a  strong vagueness  component;

even if we have many prepared things

very  complex,  with  a  computer  we

can choose effects already prepared

in  studio,  mix  them  in  the  most

appropriate way, changing only some

parameters  and  modifying  rhythmic

o r  e f f e c t s .  T h e r e  i s n ’ t  m u c h

synchronism  between  audio  and

video,  we  think  there  isn’t  anything

more  boring  than  synchronism,  it’s

like  a  presentation of  a  work,  there

isn’t any live element, and there isn’t

any  improvisation  and  humanity  in

those shows. You just have to listen to

a  Skoltz  Kolgen  live  to  understand

what we mean.

.

Marco Mancuso:  Many performances

in  electronic  music  are  considered

very beautiful but very cold exactly for

this element of “pre-paration”

Rechenzentrum :  We  are  in  fact

persuaded  that  presenting  a  unique

performance  is  the  most  important

thing today. It isn’t something you can

have  when  you  are  at  home,  but

something you can enjoy only if you

come to see our performance. It’s very

different from a DVD.

M a r c o  M a n c u s o :  I  k n o w  t h a t

sometimes you collaborate with other

projects and artists of different fields,

l i k e  p e r f o r m e r s ,  d a n c e r s  o r

choreographers.  Which  is  the

effective potential of that approach to

your work?

Rechenzentrum:  Each one of us has

always  decided  to  follow  other

projects,  collaborating  with  other

artists  and  learning  from  these

exper iences .  I  (Mark  Weiser )

collaborate with some contemporary

music ensemble,  modifying this way

my idea of music, my way of making

music  become  much  less  industrial

and rough than it was in the past. You

know, we don’t expect to sell a million

copies,  we  don’t  think  we  could

become rich, we haven’t a real label

(Mille Plateaux which published their

work  Direcor’s  Cut  recently  went

bankrupt),  and  so,  we  rely  on  our

experiences and on what really enrich

us. We don’t try to produce something
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that can sell, the most important thing

for us is that we like what we do, and

if someone else likes it’s better; each

project  finishes  when  an  other  is

beginning.

.

Marco Mancuso:  You are among the

few  audiovisual  artists  of  a  certain

level having put on a DVD one of your

products.  What  do  you  think  about

the  potential  market  of  DVD  for

audiovisual  electronic,  does  it  have

any similar potential to the market of

electronic music in the future?

Rechenzentrum:  Our experience with

Mille Plateaux surprised us a lot as we

sold all  the copies of  the first  print,

anyway our label has failed. We must

say  that,  honestly,  we  aren’t  really

interested in following our shows on

DVD  at  home,  and  I  think  it  is  the

same  for  our  fans,  they  prefer  to

follow  the  show  live  feeling  the

emot ions .  The  DVD  market  i s

important  to  promote  you,  as  our

recent projects of Scape, or even of

Shitkatapult show, but not to sell your

works.

Marco Mancuso:  How do you relate

with the growing and often frenetic

high-tech  approach  to  audio-video

digital  experimentation?

Rechenzentrum:   We  must  say  our

research pushes in a direction that is

different from the super technological

one  mark ing  most  of  modern

experimentation,  and  from  the

attention  of  technical  research  or

from  synchronic  realisation  of  the

work. Our aim, what we really like to

do, is  a human version of electronic

audiovisual.  We  are  interested  in

choosing  the  direction  in  which  we

want to work in an autonomous way,

not  the one Sony or  Pioneer  or  big

software production societies suggest

us. So, even for this reason DVD is a

support we don’ like. In ten years all

will be different once again, for audio

and for video supports, as well as for

reproduction  supports,  without

forgetting all  we will  be  able  to  do

downloading the contents on the net

and making them available for mobile

phones, at growing speed. This way,

we  risk  content  overproduction,

musicians and video artists will  have

to be careful as all these supports will

need  more  and  more  contents,

diminishing  the  importance  and  the

impact of our work. It is important to

keep in mind what we are doing as

artists.
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.

Marco Mancuso: Don’t you think that

for  your  role  of  artists  is  important

even  an  approach  to  your  work  for

communication beyond an exclusively

aesthetic and emotional impact?

Rechenzentrum: As an artist you tend

to work on different levels. I (Lillevan)

choose  the  images  for  different

reasons,  both  because  they  are

b e a u t i f u l  a n d  b e c a u s e  t h e y

communicate  a  certain  mood.  Pure

aesthetics  isn’t  enough,  even  being

abstract, for the reason why “abstract”

means to look for the essence of the

things.  It  is  the same with sound, it

isn’t more difficult and I don’t think it

is less direct in comparison to visuals.

Marco  Mancuso:  I  wonder  why  the

most  of  the  artists  dealing  with

electronic  music,  having  a  great

p o t e n t i a l  o f  c o m m u n i c a t i o n

connected to incredible technologies,

don’t use it to make social or political

speeches in such a potentially direct

and explosive way.

Rechenzentrum:   It’s  an  excellent

question,  with  many  answers.  In

South  America  ,  for  instance,  the

situation is different; many electronic

artists  have  more  attention  in  this

sense. One of the possible reasons is

that there are always those sorts of

messages  everywhere  and  even  if

they  should  have  very  interesting

contents to be emphasized, the risk of

being  banal  is  very  high.  When  we

were  in  Istanbul  for  a  l ive,  Usa

attacked Iraq , but we thought it was

banal  to  send  messages  as  “Fuck

Bush”  in  that  moment.  We  aren’t

politics. Just think about hip pop, born

in the American ghettos with precise

social and political connotations, now

it  has become music  for  rich pimps

and black stars and it’s not us to say it,

it’s  Run  Dmc  in  an  interview  in  an

American radio.

.

Marco Mancuso:  But you admit that

there  aren’t  many  electronic  artists

who care for this kind of issues
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Rechenzentrum: People with a pc are

quite like aliens who aren’t careful or

interested  in  what  happens  in  the

world. They are super minimal in their

life  too.  Without  considering  that

propaganda  against  war  is  now

recognized as a series of good words

without any meaning, something that

is fashionable and that is necessary in

order to feel  better.  It  is  obvious to

say we are against war, but we know

there  are  many  contradictions  in

making  propaganda  today;  maybe

today  many  artists  are  disillusioned,

they are ready to make a revolution in

an other way. Many choices we have

made, such as performing in squats in

Berlin  ,  in  festival  with  no  money,

against war, are precise choices. But it

is  stupid  not  to  think  that  many

operations  like  last  Live  Aid  are

n o t h i n g  b u t  b i g  c o m m e r c i a l

operations,  not  only  for  Bob  Gedolf

who had contacts with 20 commercial

televisions all over the world, but for

the  artists  who  sold  million  copies

more or released new records as Pink

Floyd  or  Madonna.  We  are  not

interested  in  th i s  as  the  new

generation  of  electronic  artists.

.

Marco Mancuso:  There  is  a  growing

attention  from  the  institutions  and

from  the  world  of  contemporary

classic  art  for  electronic  performing

and  installation  art.  Which  is  your

approach towards this new tendency?

Rechenzentrum:   In  fact,  artists  like

Carsten Nicolai broke down the wall

because they were artists before that

breaking  point:  they  already  had  a

system of art. It doesn’t change much

for  us  to  perform in  a  club  or  in  a

museum  or  in  a  theatre,  for  the

moment, the most important thing is

that new subjects and young people

were present in the principal galleries

in order to emphasize what digital art

is.  It ’s  a  problem  of  generation

change. But it  doesn’t  change much

for  us,  to  project  works  for  an

occupied house or  for  a  museum is

fundamentally the same.

www.rechenzentrum.org/
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Mikomikona, Media Archeology
Bertram Niessen

M i k o m i k o n a   i s  a  B e r l i n  d u o

composed by Andreas Eber and Birgit

Schneider  .  Their  audiovisual

performances, aimed at an aesthetic

m i n i m a l i s t  s t r i c t n e s s ,  a r e

experimental lab sessions in which the

duo focuses on the physic changes of

sound into image and vice versa.

“Extreme” experimentalism, aliveness

and strong stage impact are the main

features  of  their  work,  planned

between deep theoretical awareness

and technological research. For their

performances  they  work  with

overhead  projectors  provided  with

self  built  analogical  devices  reading

and transforming in audio signals the

optical  layer  stratification  on  glossy

papers or strange machinery with the

16 mm. Each performance is the result

of  a  media  archaeology  path  rarely

observed  in  audiovisual  electronic

experimentation.  While  we  are

waiting  for  them  to  perform  live  in

Italy , we asked them some questions:

.

Bertram Niessen:  Could you just  tell

our  readers  something  about  your

artistic  story  before  and  after  the

creation of Mikomikona? Did you have

artistic or technical studies?

Mikomikona:  We have a practical and

theoretical  background.  Andreas

studied physics and went to Media Art

Studies,  Birgit  studied media theory,

art history, media art and philosophy.

We  both  studied  at  Hochschule  fur

Gestaltung  Karlsruhe  .  We  started

working  together  different  times  in

different  fields.  For  instance,  we

organised a TV-Test-Image exhibition

in  Berlin  broadcast  on  a  TV station,

but we have founded as well a graphic
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design office/artistic place in Berlin in

1997.  Birgit  then  started  working  at

university  in  a  program  of  visual

studies on technical image in Berlin .

Andreas did a lot of Vying and video

installations.

Mikomikona  project  is  a  link  and  a

mixture of our interests. Birgit devotes

to  technical  image,  as  code  and

fragmented  image,  starting  from

weaving to printing,  to the TV story

and IT.  When Birgit  read something

about how interference really shows

the  technical  aspects  of  media

production,  we  come  out  with  the

idea of  dealing with old media  in  a

different  and  performing  way.  This

was  how  the  project  Mikomikona

born,  together  with  the  idea  of

practising media archaeology  which

isn’t  neither  merely  scientific  nor

merely  artistic.

.

Bertram Niessen: Which are your main

aesthetic  influences?  I  know  that’s

often  a  simplifying  question,  but  in

your Fourier-Tanzformation I+II beside

the influence of minimalism, I noticed,

maybe,  even  those  of  Programmed

Art. Isn’t it?

Mikomikona:  Our  main  aesthetic

influence,  from the point of  view of

art, is minimalism without any doubts,

but constructivism too( Lazlo Moholy-

Nagy  ).  We  love  the  first  media

experiments  of  Nam  June  Paik  and

Vasulka . It’s important for us even the

20′s experimental movies story , such

a s  O s k a r  F i s c h i n g e r ’ s ,  R a o u l

Hausmann’s and Walter ruttmann’s as

w e l l  a s  t h e  l o n g  O t t o  p h o n i c

experiments’ one. We like to consider

our performance to be “experiments”.

Other  influences  belong  more  to

philosophy than to media, as Friedrich

Kittlero or, partly, Vilém Flusser .

F o r  u s ,  t h e  m e d i a  a e s t h e t i c s

belonging to those notions of coding

and  decoding  can  be  “pure”  and

“rough”, connecting to our preference

for black and white as well as for lines

and columns and for our tendency to

abstraction  and  the  use  of  found

footage.
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.

Bertram  Niessen:  Why  are  you  so

fascinated by analogical?

Mikomikona: The so-called digital era

gives us the idea of the existence of

an analogical past. We don’t share this

prevailing vision of an analogical age

followed by a digital  one,  as if  they

were  two  different  entities.  We  are

interested above all in strengthening

the  concept  of  different  types  of

media mixing up together, which have

always had a mixture of both aspects,

either analogical or digital, such as TV

or video. So we are interested in the

simultaneousness  of  analogical  and

digital  media.

The  alphabet,  the  weaving  and

notation have in fact always had fairly

good forms, a long time before CDs

and internet.  Computer  gave us the

opportunity  to  think  about  “old”

media and “old” technologies in a new

way  and  to  ask  us  new  questions

about  coding  and  code  universality.

Some  features  now  considered  as

typically  digital  (as  multimedia,  the

possibility  of  interpreting  a  digital

code as a text, an image or a sound)

can be realised even in an analogical

environment.  This  is  what we try to

prove in our performances. With the

help  of  an  analogical  circuit,  we

transform  images  in  sound,  this  is

something media-artists now do with

their  so-called  

universal  computing

machinery 

 and it is sure that it makes

sense only  in  the context  of  IT  and

laptop  performances.  Emphasizing

analogica l ,  we  t ry  to  f ind  out

something  about  digital.

.

Bertram  Niessen :  How  do  you

organise your performances? Do you

have an outline, a score or is it all free

and extemporised?

Mikomikona: We usually have a sort of

s c o r e ,  g i v i n g  a n  o r d e r  t o  t h e

p e r f o r m a n c e  a s  i f  i t  w e r e  a

composition  even  if  during  the

performance we end up making other

effects.

www.zuviel.tv/mikomikona.html
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Slices, Electronic Music Magazine
Alex Dandi

While  in  Italy  we  can  enjoy  the

yearned  first  magazine  devoted  to

electronic  music  extracted  from  a

well-known French format called Trax

,  the  cunning  German  are  enjoying

their  first  electronic music magazine

completely  on  DVD.  Name  of  the

editorial project Slices: the electronic

music magazine .

And if you want to die for envy, you

have to know that Slices is for free.

You can’t miss that small logo on each

cover of each new issue:  “Electronic

Beats”.  Starting  from  this  logo  you

come to know, without any particular

effort, that the project is supported by

no less  than  T-Mobile,  the  Teutonic

equivalent  of  our  beloved  Telecom,

pushing and supporting this way the

so  called  electronic  music  life  and

style  in  Germany  .  So  the  young

German can benefit from a vanguard

product  without  spending  a  single

euro. It’s still a long way to go for our

poor Italy . But if you’re lucky you can

find Slices in Italy (or for free shopping

on some internet web-sites) and the

dubbing/subtitles  in  English  help.

Slices  is  an  innovative  experiment

gathering  interviews,  specials,  video

clips,  tutorials  and  each  kind  of

interaction a DVD format can offer: a

true  mult imedia  magazine,  an

alternative  to  the  music  television

more and more lacking in the natural

contents.

.

What  strikes  you  most  is  the  clear

purpose to promote electronic/dance

m u s i c  a s  a  c u l t u r e  a n d  a s  a r t

movement  and  meanwhi le  as

entertainment/industry.  It’s  this

double  aspect  that  makes  Slices

something  unique.  In  order  to
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understand the purpose of it you have

to read, in the first issue, the report,

with  a  documentary  and journalistic

style,  on  Kompakt,  a  label  and  a

dispenser of a minimal sound which

gained the dance floors worldwide.

So  far  three  issues  were  released.

They  devoted  largely  to  interviews

with artists like Richie Hawtin, Ricardo

Villalobos,  Miss  Kittin,  Alter  Ego,

Ewan Pearson,  A Guy Called Gerald,

Slam, Matthew Dear, Anthony Rother 

and  many  others.  There  are  even

specials  on  the  most  avant-garde

labels from emerging artists like Get

Physical and Klein  to WELL-KNOWN

artists  of  electronic  production  as

Warp  and  Novamute  .

.

Even more interesting is  the section

Slices  devotes  to  new  technologies

and to softwares aimed to producers

and  deejays.  It’s  impossible  not  to

mention  the  special  on  design  and

flyers  story.  The  visual  aspects  of

e l e c t r o n i c  c u l t u r e  a r e  t h e n

guaranteed by first choice video clips

you can hardly watch on TV.

In the first issues there are video clips

by  Fenin,  S.  I .  Futures,  Captain

Comatose, Rother, Minus, I-Wolf, Rex

the  Dog,  Alter  Ego,  Nightmare  on

Wax,  Funkst  ö  rung  .  Talking  about

video clips it’s quite obvious to involve

the new frontiers of Vjing and I must

say that even in this Slices is on the

front line. The third issue has just been

released and the fourth  is  expected

on December.  For  free or  not,  I  am

looking forward to it and I’m sure the

most  careful  readers  of  Digicult  will

follow my suggestion. An interesting

extract on the future digital publishing

between clubbing and art.

www.eb-slices.net/
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Retina.it: In The Volcano Hearth
Leo Learchi

It’s a pleasure to talk about Retina.it,

the project of Lino Monaco and Nicola

Buono.  Born  from  the  collaboration

with  Rino  Cerrone,  a  well  known

Neapolitan Dj, the sound of the group

has  cut  down  the  post  new  wave

elements  to  create  a  personal  and

mature formula. Electronic striking for

its  ability  to  create  an  autonomous

path: no European models subjection,

composition ability avoiding what has

been  largely  listened,  thought  and

analyzed:  neither  electro  nor  glitch,

neither  media  bombing  nor  ultra-

minimal  rarefaction.

We  like  the  proposal,  exclusively

instrumental, while other roster artists

as Hefty,  Telefon Tel  Aviv above all,

have  introduced  the  singing  with

modest results; I’m talking about Map

of what is effortless  of 2004. Two CDs

released: Volcano.waves.1.8 . released

in  2001  by  Hefty  that  proposes  a

floating  electronic  drift,  wisely  light

and never taken for granted. In 2004

the  second  CD,  simply  entitled

Retina.it . It stresses the indisputable

talent of the two artists from Pompei:

a record gathering the insight of their

first work. When you listen to it your

attention is  caught from the first  to

the last track.

.

I have to mention, together with some

EPs  and  their  participation  in  some

reviews,  the  creation  of  a  personal

label with Marco Messina, Mosikelab

which  published  their  first  record

Resina.  When  contacted  via  e-mail

Retina.it answered to some questions:

Leo Learchi: How do you consider the

electronic scene of your country?
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Retina.it:  Since we started producing

electronic  music  many  things

changed. At the beginning of the 90′s

there wasn’t a great interest in what

we were doing, even if we didn’t have

a dance background we managed to

propose  our  music  exclusively  in

techno  fields.  But  some  years  ago,

things have changed and now there

are  different  groups  working  in  our

territory, above all in Naples . If only

you  think  about  the  techno  scene

which  has  and  continues  to  have

many  valid  people,  you  can  have  a

vague idea of how many people, now,

decide to express themselves through

electronic  music.  In  addition,  the

festivals,  Sintesi   in  Naples  and

Interferenze ,  near Avellino ,  are the

most evident expression of how, even

with  difficulty,  electronic  music  is

meant  in  our  region.

Leo Learchi: How do your songs born?

Retina.it :   Our  approach  to  the

creation  of  our  music  is  always  the

same.  We  meet  every  day  in  our

studio and the most of the times we

close the tracks  within  the day.  We

rarely stop on a track for more than a

day.  We  prefer  the  tracks  to  be

created from overdubbing, then from

writing on sequencer enriching it and

rearranging the work up to the details.

Once  closed  the  recording  of  the

work, we listen to it some days after,

in  order  to  understand  if  what  we

recorded  keeps  the  same  intensity

and  feeling  features  the  track  was

created with.

.

Leo Learchi:  And, as far as the tools

are concerned? Analogical,  digital  or

software?

Retina.it:   All  the  3  processes  have

always  been  fundamental  in  the

creation of our tracks. The sampler, an

hardware digital tool, is replaced from

the growing popularity of a sampling

software used on computers.  It  was

the first  tool  to enter  in  our  studio,

with  a  variety  of  synthesizers  and

drum  machines,  largely  analogical

cases, collected during the first years

of our activity. We have always used

software. Back in 1993 we started with

an  Atari  provided  with  software  for

Midi  sequences.  Now, we use many

computers both for the realization of

audio/Midi  sequences  and  for  the

process of final recording and editing.

Thanks to versatility  and easiness in

transporting computers, for our lives

we adopted  the  use  of  a  notebook
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and audio card instead of a 8 tracks

and 8 kilos digital recorder.

Our  approach  is  fundamentally

analogical,  as  we prefer  working on

tracks  with  an  analogical  mixer  and

processing them through outboards,

risking compromising the audio with

buzzes, instead of staying glued to a

screen  in  a  virtual  reality  with  the

pretext of having a clear and polished

sound.

.

Leo  Learchi:  Which  group/artists

inspired  you  most?

Retina.it:   It  would  be  boring  to

mention all the groups and artists that

conditioned our way of making music,

anyway it  is  right to mention some.

John Foxx , leader of the first Ultravox

with his Metamatic, record we vividly

suggest, Clock Dva of Andi Newton ,

Colin  Newman,  Duet  Emmo,  Dome,

Pwong, Coil, Spk, Eno, Vidna Obmana,

Raymond Scott, Glass, Riley, Satie, the

e l e c t r o n i c  m u s i c  o f  W a r p ,

Bretschneider,   with his Flex  record

dated  97,  reference  to  our  sound,

Atom  and its manifold incarnations�

etc etc.

Leo  Learchi:  Any  projects  for  the

future?

Retina.it:  The future is something you

can’t  foresee,  we  can  only  say  we

have many new tracks which will have

without any doubts a collocation. We

gave  some  times  ago  a  remix  to  a

group of Chicago, Bosco & Jorge . The

band for this track collaborated with

members of the relief post rock scene

of  that  city.  Rob  Mazurek,  John

Herndon  and  Navin  brothers  of

Aluminum  Group  the  names  in  the

track we remixed.

www.retinait.com
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Xx(y), Technologyand Chromosomes
Beatrice Ferrario

Glass premises, very much like a shop,

in  the  centre  of  the  courtyard  of  a

group of council houses in north Milan

: this is the way Xxy , an association

founded  out  of  the  gathering  of  a

group  of  girls  from  the  “ex  squat”

Shesquat and from the experience of

the “ex hacking laboratory” Loa . And

that’s the way the name came about:

a mutant chromosome that encloses

both  the  feminine  and  masculine

universes,  with  their  differences.

Young  people  who  mix  technology

and social projects, at a time when hi

tech training is hard, but compulsory

and sold  at  a  high  price.  Therefore,

self-training  through  the  sharing  of

knowledge  (the  so-called  sharing)

seems  to  be  the  only  possible  way

ahead.

At Xxy they immediately want to state

that  they  are  not  a  group  in  the

traditional  sense:  .  Therefore,  they

prefer to define themselves . Corinna,

a girl from the association, adds:

.

Different people, with different

attitudes and interests, that bring

added value to the community by

carrying out projects at times very

different from each other. They go
from information technology, in a
narrow sense of the word, with free
internet points, to wireless and voice
over IP experiments, from
cryptography courses and the basic
knowledge of UNIX systems, through
video editing and web radio, to reach
writer community and editorial
projects. This is, in fact, the birthplace
of  Ippolita , a server that is also an

open source content database, from

which everyone can obtain material

for his/her own community and
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creative writing projects.

As Corinna explains. .

.

Specific  training  courses  are  in  the

pipelines,  free  of  charge  or  for

payment  according  to  the  target

range  they  are  addressed  to :

installation and the use of the Linux

operating  system,  for  beginners,  C

language  programming,  semantic

web,  exploit  and shell  code writing,

presentation  of  the  project  Annotea

( f o r  f u r t h e r  i n f o  c o n t a c t ,

corsi_xxy@ippolita.net  )  .

Not just technological events, but also

addressed to the people in the

neighbourhood, not only the youth: .

Also the project “Giardino partecipato”

(participated garden) is set in this

light, with an unusual reapproaching

of nature in the middle of the town’s

greyness.

www.ippolita.net

http://xxy.realityhacking.org/
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Copyzero: All Rights Digitalized
Maria Molinari

The  Movement  Costozero   is  a  no-

profit  association that is  fighting for

free of charge communication rights,

considered  to  be  a  real  source  of

development.  It  supports  free

information  and  free  access  to  the

means  of  communication,  the

diffusion  of  open  content,  and  the

adoption  of  free  software  in  public

administration,  in  companies,  in

associations, in schools, in universities

and  in  scientific  research.  Amongst

various concrete projects and services

promoted  and  of fered  by  the

movement �  a list  is  available in the

section  Proposals  and  Services  at

www.costozero.org  -,  there  is

Copyzero, a way of safeguarding the

author’s  rights  (copyright)   at  cost

zero (free of charge) and above all the

author’s permission ( copyleft ).

The author’s rights (copyright) (in Italy

regulated by the law 22 April 1941, n°

633) include moral rights, that is the

paternity  and  integrity  rights  of  the

work and the right of withdrawal from

the market,  and the property rights,

such as the rights to royalties and the

rights  to  publish,  to  reproduce,  to

distribute and to modify. Moral rights

are inalienable,  indefeasible and can

not  be  renounced,  that  is  they  will

always belong to the author, while the

property rights can also be assigned

to,  for  example  a  publisher,  in

e x c h a n g e  f o r  m o n e y .  M a n y ,

unfortunately,  think  mistakenly,  that

such  rights  are  accredited  to  one

author only if he has registered with

or if he has deposited his work at the

Siae, the italian society of authors and

publishers  .  The  author’s  rights

(copyright),  instead,  is  automatically

applied to the work at the moment of

i ts  creat ion,  without  i t  be ing

necessary to follow any administrative

formalities, to join any association, or

to resort to any type of registration.
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.

This being clear, it is obvious that the

author/s must give, if they want to

protect themselves wholly, legal proof

of the work’s paternity and of its

existence on a certain date, especially

in cases of legal dispute. Many also

turn to the Siae for this reason, but in

many cases, they could do without it.

The Siae mostly deals with the

protection and the preservation of the

author’s rights, that is regulating

license and the use of the work for

commercial and business purposes,

with the collection of earnings and

their sharing. “If you are on the market

� as Nicola A. Grossi, President of the

Costozero Movement explains – the

Siae can be useful (a type of

commercial partner), if you are not on

the market the Siae is not necessary.

The truth is that most of the authors

are not on the market and they turn to

the Siae anyway. A person who is not

registered and lodges with the Siae,

doesn’t want to (and can’t) receive

royalties from the Siae, he only

intends to protect his own rights”.

Such rights however can be protected

with alternative technological and

juridical instruments, as efficient and

less expensive (a complete list at this

link:

www.comune.torino.it/musicainpiem

onte/consulenze.htm). Amongst

those there is Copyzero, the

protection of the author’s rights by

affixing a digital signature and a

chronological postmarking .

.

A digital  signature,  for  those of  you

who do  not  know,  is  the  electronic

equivalent  of  a  traditional  signature

on paper. It has the same legal value.*

The  only  difference  being  that  it  is

always  associated  to  an  electronic

document, to which it affirms certain

information about the integrity (that is

that  the  document  hasn’t  been

altered), the authenticity (the identity

of the person who signs it)  and the

ownership (the author can not disown

a  s i g n e d  d o c u m e n t ) .  T h e

chronological  postmarking,  instead ,
gives proof that a document already
existed  at  the  moment  of  the
postmarking  and  before  a  certain
date. On the postmark the time and
the date are indicated, together with
the name of the postmarker and the
impression of the marked document
(that is a sequence of numbers of a

fixed  length  that  unambiguously
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i d e n t i f i e s  t h e  f i l e ) .  “ F r o m  a

technological point of view � as Grossi

e x p l a i n s  �  t h e  c h r o n o l o g i c a l

postmarking requires more technical

resources.  It’s  not  by  chance  that

affixing a postmark has a cost (0,36

euro),  while  affixing  the  signature

does  not”.

The  procedure  to  be  followed  is

simple. The author converts his own

work into a digital format, he inserts

the  copyright  data  and  whatever

licence and finally the signature and

the postmark, using a smart card, the

relative  decoder  and  a  specific

software (usually a multi-platform). If

the decoder is available everywhere,

in  all  entitled shops,  the smart  card

can  be  collected  at  the  Certifying

Body, so called because it releases a

“digital registration certificate” where

the identity of the smart card holder,

t h e  a s s i g n e d  p u b l i c  k e y ,  t h e

certificate expiry date and the data of

the Certifying Body are indicated. In

doing  so  the  holder  enters  into  a

public list of certificates and whoever

wishes to verify  the validity of his/her

document  can  do  so  by  consulting

this  on  line  list  or  by  requesting

information  direct ly  from  the

Certifying  Body.  InfoCamere,  the

Information  technology  Consortium

Company  of  the  Italian  Chamber  of

Commerce,  is  one  of  the  first  and

most efficient .

(

www.card.infocamere.it/firma/cps/m

anualeoperativo_PRA_2.12_I.pdf )

.

The signature protects  property  and

moral rights, and it is also convenient

from  an  economical  point  of  view.

Protecting one’s  own rights  through

the Siae, in fact, costs a person who is

not registered 110 euro for every single

lodging, to be paid every 5 years for

renewal.  Buying a  smart  card and a

decoder  costs  mush  less,  not  more

than 50 euro, and you only pay once (

the price of which will decrease in the

next few years). For those willing but

not able to buy the smart card and the

decoder  there  is  always  Copyzero

On-line a free service, but reserved to

supporters, those who have donated

at least one euro to the association.

The procedure to follow for Copyzero

Online  is  even  quicker.  The  work

converted  into  a  digital  format  is

compressed into a protected archive

with a password (the size of the file

must not be more that 20 MG) and it

is  sent  directly  to  copyzero.org,
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together with a filled in form and an

identification  document.  If  it  is

software, the archive file will have to

c o n t a i n  t h e  s o u r c e s .  O n c e

copyzero.org  has  postmarked  it  (in

the  case  of  Copyzero  Online  the

postmarking  is  what  really  counts),

the author will be able to download it

online.  Online  it  wil l  always  be

possible  to  examine  and  verify  the

validity  of  the  file  (the  signed  and

postmarked  ones  have  respectively

extension .p7m e .m7m), that would

otherwise  not  be  readable  without

t h e  r e q u i r e d  s o f t w a r e .  (

www.card.infocamere.it/servizi/veric

ert.htm).

.

Copyzero favours  above all,  but  not

exclusively,  copyleft,  open  content

and those who are not registered with

the  SIAE  (and  therefore  get  no

royalties).  “That  doesn’t  mean  �  as

Grossi  points  out  �  that  royalties

disappear if  one doesn’t  turn to the

Siae. It is always possible to sell one’s

o w n  w o r k  o n  t h e  i n t e r n e t .

Furthermore, if it’s not a business, but

an occasional sale,  and if  one is not

registered with the Siae, it’s possible

to sell  one’s work without having to

open  a  VAT  number  and  without

requesting  the  Siae  multimedia

licence”.  “Licensed  software  �  he

explains  �  is  “self-protected”  (the

source is invisible and therefore it is

not  easily  “appropriated”).  Free

software on the other hand, is for its

own nature  more exposed to  illegal

abuse of  the code.  In  open content

the  work  is  often  collective  and

progressive: it is advisable to protect

it  “day  by  day”  (this  obviously  also

goes for free software)”. Copyzero not

only  fortifies  copyleft  by  helping  its

respectability in all of those rare cases

in  which  it  is  weak,  but  it  is  also

particularly useful for work in progress

or  for  work that  is  being developed

collectively,  because  it  gives  every

new author the possibility to add their

own signature to that of the previous

authors and to place a new postmark

on every new version.

To  the  question  “Can  Copyzero  be

defined  a  valid  alternative  to  the

Siae?”,  Grossi  replies:  “Yes,  for  those

who  are  not  interested  in  receiving

royalties  through  the  Siae.  The

qualified  digital  signature  is  a  very

powerful  instrument  above  all  in

countries  like  Italy  .  Today,  with  a

qualified  digital  signature  contracts

are  signed  (the  same  open  content

l i c e n c e s  a r e  c o n t r a c t s ,  t h e
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unconscionable clauses of which need

subscription:  otherwise,  those

clauses,  such  as,  for  example,  the

limited  liability  clause,  are  null  and

they  can  cause  the  nullity  of  the

whole licence).  Tomorrow,  it  will  be

possible  to  sign  petitions  online  (a

n i c e  v i s i o n  o f  p a r t i c i p a t e d

democracy)…  many  uses,  a  lot  of

opportunity  for  progress.  Of  course,

only a few people know how to use a

qualified digital signature. If Copyzero

is not well  known it  is  also because

the potential  of the digital  signature

are  not  well  known,  although some

juridical websites constantly talk and

go in depth into the subject”.

.

Even if Copyzero is not spoken about

very  much,  there  are  already  many

p e o p l e  w h o  u s e  i t  t o  p r o t e c t

themselves:  writers,  photographers,

designers, programmers and above all

musicians.  There  were  so  many

requests for  Copyzero Online that it

was  necessary  to  set  one  rule:

“between  one  request  and  another

there must be 15 days”. Many compare

Copyzero  to  the  Creative  Commons

licences

(

http://www.scuolaonline.wide.it/Pag

ine/pianowork22.htm),  others

compare it to Copyzero X , the first,

and the only licence made in Italy . If

Copyzero  protects  the  work,  the

Copyzero X licence frees it. However,

this is another thing and we will face it

in the next issue.

*  The  digital  signature  has  been

compared  to  the  traditional  one  by

the DPR 10 November 1997, n. 513. The

main  law  that  governs  it  and  the

delegated decree 5 march 2005, n. 82,

which  will  be  in  act  the  1°  January

2006.

www.costozero.org

www.card.infocamere.it

www.siae.it
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Cryonics, A Prospect Of Immortality
Gigi Ghezzi

On the opposite pole of pessimists “à

outrance”  there’s  a  thought  current

that  has  a  posit ive  and  maybe

positivist attitude towards future: I’m

talking about  supporters  of  cryonics

therapy.

C r y o n i c s  ( s o m e t i m e s  c a l l e d

hibernation , cryo-preservation , bio-

stasis  and  cryonics  suspension)

consists  of  the  immediately  after

death  freezing  of  a  human  body

trated with peculiar protective agents

to  better  assure  the preservation of

cellular tissues. The aim of hibernation

is the hope in a technology to come

that will make the maybe restored to

youth  (i.e.  nanotechnology)  body

return  to  l i fe.  Hibernation  is  a

common science-fiction subject (let’s

think about 2001: Space Odyssey ) but

the challenge to death is a constant in

the human history (it  is  for  instance

testified  by  the  mummification  of

ancient Egyptians). The first scientific

work  about  hibernation  is  the  book

The  Prospect  of  Immortal i ty  ,

published in 1964 by Robert Ettinger, a

professor  of  physics  and  the  first

cryonics experiment dates from 12 th

January 1967 in Los Angeles � a patient

was treated with peculiar  protective

agents and then he was frozen soon

after his death.

.

Costs  fluctuate  from  $20.000  to

$30.000 � not really within everyone’s

r e a c h  b e c a u s e  o f  t h e

indeterminateness  of  preservation

time: fifty, one hundred or a thousand

years for the rehabilitant technology

to  come?  Go  to  the  Cryonics  —

Frequently  Asked  Questions  (FAQ)

page if  you have more questions to
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ask.

There  are  a  lot  of  organizations

offering  this  therapy.  The  page

www.cryonet.org/orgs.html  gives  us

a brief list. The most famous among

them  is  the  Alcor  Life  Extension

Foundation in Arizona . All these are

American  organizations  because  in

the US there’s the possibility for the

doctor  to  immediately  intervene  on

the body soon after  death (while  in

Italy and in Europe there’s a 24 hours

wait).  Timeliness  is  the  essential

element  of  the  cryonics  treatment.

Hibernation  discusses  the  death

traditional  concept  and life  “natural”

limits. The preservation responds to a

precise death philosophy contained in

the  theory  of  information  (the

following quote is taken from the web

site  Estropico.com  death  is  the

irreversible loss of brain information �

mainly our memory and personality).

.

Ralpg Merkle, professor at the Georgia

Tech  College  of  Computing  and

member of the Alcor Foundation says�

in line with the information theory � “A

person  is  dead  if  his  memories,

personality,  hopes, dreams etc. have

been destroyed.”

What’s  lacking  in  these  discussions

and theorizations is  in my opinion a

communitarian  historical  dimension.

Death can’t be considered as a mere

loss of information. The richness of a

whole  life  experiences  doesn’t  die

with the individual body, but it follows

various  social  communication

channels .  Hopes,  dreams  and

experiences  of  the  individual  even

before he’s  dead,  become part  of  a

familiar communicative process (let’s

remember  that  communication

a l w a y s  n e e d s  a  r e c i p r o c a l

c o n s t r u c t i o n  p r o c e s s ,  n o t

transmission  only)  to  become  then

collective.

From  a  collective  memory  point  of

view life itself can be considered as a

process  of  reactivat ion  of  the

existence of a community � from time

out  of  time  codified  in  our  society

through funeral respect rituals � that is

not  assimilating  (at  least  not  as  a

substitution) to the museum fossilized

individual hibernation.

www.benbest.com/cryonics/CryoFA

Q.html#_IIIA

www.alcor.org
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What Will Be The Videogame To Come Like?
Teresa De Feo

Someone has called it the videogame

to  come:  full  interactivity,  artificial

intell igence,  refined  language

decoding,  great  technologic

complexity.  But  it  is  not  a  proper

videogame.  It  completely  disregards

the rules the big game industry aims

at. It is called Facade  and its creators

like to define it an interactive drama:

long pauses, silences, characters with

a  complex  psychology,  no  special

effects,  not  a  very  refined  graphic.

Scrape,  perplexity,  embarrassment.

Facade  stages  the  difficulties  of

relationship dynamics and it seems to

wink  at  intimist  and  psychological

theatre  by Albee,  Tennesse Williams

or  neo  Nobel  Prize  Harold  Pinter.

Pretty  good!  Super  technologies  at

contents disposal! It could be the first

experimental video game.

Let’s  enter  the  game,  here’s  the

prelude: you’re at your friends’ house,

Trip  and  Grace,  you’re  invited  for

dinner,  but  in  the  middle  of  the

conversation  a  furious  altercation

breaks out between your two friends.

What are you gonna do? The destiny

of their love seems to be entrusted to

you  and  you  consequently  get

involved in the game. You don’t have

to  win  anything;  you’ve  only  got  to

live  entering  the  couple  little  big

drama.

.

The telling articulates  in  compliance

with your progressive interaction with

your two interlocutors governed by a

c o m p l e x  A . I .  s y s t e m .  Y o u ’ l l

communicate  with  them  through

writing ad they will  understand you.

They’ll answer vocally expressing their

feeling  through  body  language  and

well articulated facial expressions. As
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in real life you can’t predict what will

happen.

Facade  is  an  ambitious  project  you

can  download  online.  It  has  been

realized  by  the  American  Andrew

Stern and Micheal Mateas (Procedural

Art)  .  But who are they? How could

they  real ize  this  complex  and

sophisticated but dramatically simple

“genial  curio”?  We interviewed them

to understand it.

.

Teresa  De  Feo:  for  its  complexity

Façade  is  manifestly  born  from  the

interdisciplinary  integration  of

different practices and it is clearly the

r e s u l t  o f  a  t e a m  w o r k .  W h a t

professional  figures  were  involved?

Or, better, who is Procedural Art team

and its background?

P.A.: Yes, it is. As a matter of fact we

can consider  Facade as  the winning

result  of  the  collaboration  between

game industry and academy. Andrew

S t e r n   w a s  t h e  d e s i g n e r  a n d

engineering  of  the  90′s  successful

characters  Dogz,  Catz  and  Babyz

produced  by  PF.  Magic  .  We  are

talking  about  the  first  virtual  pets

(that  preceded  Tamagotchi  and

Nintendogs!)  which  sold  more  than

two  millions  copies  worldwide.

Micheal Mateas is on the contrary an

art and A.I. researcher at the Carnegie

Mellon University and he has become

professor  assistant  at  the  Atlanta

Georgia Tech where he worked in the

Experimental  Game  Lab  .  We  first

projected  programmed  wrote

animated and produced Facade and

then  we  availed  ourselves  of  the

collaboration  of  some  actors  who

gave their voices and of some artistic

professional  composers  in  the

animation and programming field.

Teresa De Feo: Facade is not a proper

video  game.  Its  power  is  in  the

credibility of characters, in the natural

language,  in  the  singularity  of  the

narrative  sequence and above  all  in

the  full  interactivity  that  realizes

giving the player  a  360° experience.

All  this was possible because of the

use of innovative technologies and a

new way of conceiving A.I. What are

these complex elements and how did

you articulate them together?

P.A.:  The Facade elaboration process

involves  three  research  lines:  the

p r o j e c t  o f  n a r r a t i v e  l i n e

deconstruction inside the progressive

structure of the story, A.I. engineering

for  the  real  time  rebuilding  of  the
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dramatic performance constituted by

the  dea l ings  of  var ious  parts

concerning  the  player  on  the  spot

interaction.  Finally  there’s  the

comprehension of how to write in an

appealing  and  useful  way  in  the

constantly  variable  logic  of  this

framework organization. All this � you

see �  forced us  to develop different

new  programming  languages  to

create our interactive characters and

their stories.  Facade is born through

their ad hoc elaboration.

.

Teresa  De  Feo:  Someone has  called

Facade  the  video  game  to  come.

Someone  else  ta lks  about  the

possibility  for  the  video  game  to

become 21st century cinema. What do

you think about it?

P.A.: We actually see Facade more as

s o m e t h i n g  t h e a t r i c a l  t h e n

cinematographic �  referring to a role

model  such  as  the  last  Star  Trek  

version by Holodeck .  In Facade the

action is continuous and it  is  in real

time so that the player is personally

involved  in  the  building  of  the

dramatization of the story along with

the  two  virtual  characters.  His

presence  is  fundamental.  But  we

surely think that the same technique

could be successfully  applied to the

cinematographic experience.

Teresa  De  Feo:  What  are,  in  your

opinion,  the  possible  evolutions  of

modern  videogame?

P.A.:  The  nowadays  video  game

development in centralized in details

improving:  from  the  elaboration  of

objects  and environments more and

more complex to the more and more

realistic definition of their characters.

But  nothing  seems  to  be  done  to

improve  the  interactive  component.

And we are afraid the big videogame

industry won’t be disposed to face the

risks of these experimentations and so

it won’t make this future investment.

.

T e r e s a  D e  F e o :  W h a t ’ s  a b o u t

i m p r o v e m e n t s  o r  f u t u r e
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developments  of  Façade?

P.A. :  We  want  to  improve  the

interactive component by introducing

new  characters  and  refining  the

comprehens ion  of  the  p layer

language,  spreading  the  possibilities

of  non-linear  development  of  the

narration.

Teresa  De  Feo:  Have  you  got  new

projects?

P.A.: At the moment we’re very busy

at the building of  a  new Procedural

Art studio in Oregon . We are looking

for  contacts  to  publicize  and  find

investors for the commercialization of

new products based on technologies

and on the work we made for Façade.

Michael is successfully going on with

h i s  r e s e a r c h  o n  A . I .  p o s s i b l e

developments at the Georgia Tech.

www.interactivestory.net/

www.interactivestory.net/download/
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The Contemporary City Six Senses
Alessandra Migani

A new and interesting  phenomenon

occurred at the Congresses Palace in

Rome during the 49 th town-planning

and architecture world congress IFHP

(International Federation for Housing

and Planning) � city futures: continuity

and  discontinuity,  a  reflection

approach that prefers to read the city

through senses.

As a matter of fact from 2nd to 5th

October at the huge and marmoreal

spaces  of  the  Congresses  Palace  at

Eur  (a  Roman  quarter  of  imposing

architectures)  multimedia  and

interactive  installations  found  their

place  as  an  integrant  part  of  the

Congresses  Palace  body.  Worldwide

architecture  and  town-planning

exponents met in Rome for these four

days of meetings and workshops and

Rome is the ideal city for this kind of

convention.  The new element offers

itself  to  the  audience  senses  when

t h e y  e n t e r  t h e  b i g  c o n g r e s s

assembly-room  and  they  are

surrounded  by  sounds,  images  and

music.  The  Roman  association

Moorroom   attended  to  congress

audio-video  instal lat ions  and

performances  proposing  a  6  senses

perception to the contemporary city

w h e r e  t h e  6  t h  s e n s e  i s

“communication”.  A  substantially

aesthetic-perceptive  point  of  view

t h a t  i n v o l v e s  h u m a n  s e n s e s

penetrating into every aspect of the

city:  the  globalized  and  globalising

city, Rome as Berlin , Florence , Paris ,

London , New York and so on. Cities

with similitude and peculiarities alike

and  different  populated  by  a  spirit

that  runs  away  from  homologation

but  where the peculiar  traits  of  the

technologic  revolution  mark  out

unusual  courses.
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During  one  of  his  interventions  the

American Architect William J. Mitchell

underlines that “Evolving throughout

the centuries cities have been getting

closer and closer to organization and

to  the  behaviour  of  intel l igent

organisms.  ( � )  today  cit ies  are

equipped  with  electric  nervous

systems  and  it’s  crucial  to  start

understanding them in terms of their

sensorial  capacities,  information

fluxes and processes and capacity of

intelligent answers.”

National  and  international  artists

asked  to  express  their  sensorial

approach to  the city  find ways that

excite our curiosity and at the same

time  make  us  reflect.  Connections

among  different  disciplines  end  by

tracing  out  a  map  of  manifest

relations:  The  architecture  re-draws

the  sound,  creates  listening  points,

lives the changing urban landscapes.

Cities  are  pulsing  worlds  of  frenetic

rhythms,  uncontrolled  expansion.

Cities  are  multicultural  and  cultures

h o m o g e n i z e  t h e m s e l v e s  i n

observance to market  directives  but

at  the  same  time  they  refuse  the

savage standardization.
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This  sensorial  experience  passes

through different stages. There’s  The

city  and  the  sound   an  interactive

installation  (a  special  surround

system) realized by the British artist

Justin Bennett  drummer of Gran Mal

and  BMBcon  bands.  His  musical

research  goes  from  simply  sound

recording of the urban tissue to the

material  expression  that  combines

plastic and visual elements. The sound

keeps the memory of passed time and

space-temporal  traces,  a  24  hours

recording of a sound on a Roman roof.

The  conceived  creature  is  called

Sundial  and it’s the collection of 24

sound fragments compressed in eight

minutes every sound variation.

The sound element integrates with a

special mobile structure that consists

of pneumatic elements blown up by a

fan  realized  by  the  artist-architect

M a r c o  C a n e v a c c i  ( P l a s t i q u e

Fantastique) . Structures can assume

different forms like for example tubes

and bubbles. These spaces occupied

in an atypical way for a few time recall

the Russolo’s idea of “Going through a

city  with  ears  more  opened  than

eyes.”

.

The city and the sight  presented from

the  research  group  Ogi:no  Knauss

with  the  interactive  installation

Triplicity  is  a  series  of  video  clips

produced  during  the  last  five  years

that  presents  a  urban  landscape,

expression  of  the  contemporary

economic  globalization.  The creative

process and the image management

of this Florentine research group born

in  1995  as  a  laboratory  of  mutant

c i n e m a  c o r r e s p o n d  t o  m u s i c

c o m p o s i t i o n  p r o c e s s e s .  T h e

metropolitan tissue permeates Ogi:no

Knauss  fast  and  sharp  montages,

faster  and  faster  sequences  that

immediately  disappear:  road  signs,

sign-boards,  placards,  architectonic

details  and  complexes  start  to  live

permeated  of  their  value.  This  way

Ogi:no  Knauss  realizes  an  attentive

elaboration  of  urban  movements,  it
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draws maps, marks out new layouts to

go through faraway spaces and times.

The  audience-editor  is  directly

i n v o l v e d  i n  t h e  s e l e c t i o n  o f

audiovisual  passages  that  will  mark

out a journey in the cities,  as if  the

audience  were  in  the  cutting  room.

The installation has 3  screens and 3

different  control  positions.  Each

selected video is automatically set by

the  computer  in  a  consequential

order. Clicking on the play key an each

time  different  trip  wil l  start  �  a

continuous  exploration.

.

The  city  of  taste  and  smell ing  

presents a video-sound performance

that was born from the collaboration

between  Slowmotion  (music)  and

Circolo  di  confusione  (video)  .  Slow

Motion  is  a  continually  changing

entity,  a  sort  of  open group that  is

always  ready  to  welcome  new

influences  to  project  its  creative

instinct  into  unexplored  territories.

Their music is a mix between digital

electronic  music  and  analogical

modernism  with  some  unplug

influences  and  a  melody  tendency.

Circolo di Confusione is a project born

in  2001  from  the  collaboration

between Virginia Eleuteri Serpieri and

Federico Maistrello .  Virginia Eleuteri

Serpieri  has  been  participating  to

numerous  cinematographic  festivals

as a video clips and shortcuts author

s i n c e  1 9 9 9  a n d  s h e  r e g u l a r l y

collaborates  with  

Slow  Motion  
 for

concerts and installations.

This audio-video performance is 50′s

science-fiction  movies-inspired.  The

odd scenario where food is seen as a

means  of  creating  relationships  and

communications  intends  to  project

t h e  s p e c t a t o r s  i n  a n  o n e i r i c

atmosphere where it’s possible to live

the dream with naivety and optimism,

where they can let themselves go into

the aesthetic game.

The  city  and  the  touch   section

presents digitation as an irreplaceable

element  of  the  contemporary  world

and offers the audience the possibility

to  express  thoughts  through

statements and images inspired to the

relationship between the city and the

5  senses.  This  images  and thoughts

sequence  is  musically  presented  to

the audience as a new work of art and

it is projected during the congress.
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C i t y  f u t u r e s :  c o n t i n u i t y  a n d

discontinuity  exhibition  give  us  the

possibility to create real mental maps

w h e r e  t h e  c i t y  i s  n o t  o n l y  i t s

topography, architecture and project

b u t  l i f e ,  a  p a s s a g e  w a y  o f

communities  and  urban  life.  Virtual

places give us the possibility of more

passages;  they offer  new expressive

forms now that divisions among the

d i s c i p l i n e s  a r e  d a y  b y  d a y

disappearing  new  models  of  cities

believe  in  a  plural  discipl inary

approach  thanks  to  communication

digital technologies also.

Senses pass us through everyday in a

manifest  way  and  all  these  daily

inputs tries to seize our attention to

communicate  with  us  while  we

carelessly ignore them. Contemporary

art ists  understand  the  hidden

messages,  they  decode  them  and

then they offer them to the audience

as  in  a  modern  pagan  ritual.  To

actively  participate  is  probably  the

only way.

www.bmbcon.demon.nl/justin/

www.plastique-fantastique.de/

www.oginoknauss.org/

www.slowmotion.it/

www.virginiaeleuteriserpieri.com/

www.moorroom.org
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Insite 05, Activist Network
Lucrezia Cippitelli

InSite 05 is the 5th edition of a show,

developped since 1992 between San

Diego  (Cal ifornia)  and  Ti juana

(Mexico). This project was thought to

be set in and for these two cities, that

from the end of August to November

analyze  the  idea  of  Border  and

consider,  throught  artists  and

activists,  Border  as  a  mental  and

ideological  concept.

Border betwwen Usa and Mexico is a

entity with many facets: both a wall

a n d  a  n o o n e ’ s  l a n d  i n  w h i c h

everything  was  destroyed  to  allow

better �military- controlls over latinos

who try to reach illegaly the American

Eldorado. The Border is also the story

of  who  tried  with  bad  luck  passing

over  the  wall  (or  swim  around  it)

without passing the customs (“con el

coyote no hay aduana”,  with coyote

there’s  no  customs,  sang  almost  10

years ago Manu Chao). Or, luckily, he

passed  and  now  is  working  as  a

scullery-maid in a L.A. diner, wishing

he won’t face police anymore.

.

The border  between San Diego and

Tijuana  embodies  itself  the  idea  of

difference, represented by 2 different

cities with different languages, that is

floating  into  that  flow  of  human

beings  that  trespass  it  every  day.

These  2  town  have  no  border,  it  is

impossible  to  define  if  their  citizen

belong  to  a  city  rather  tha  to  the

other:  american  freelancers  living  in

the cheaper Mexico, dealers, legal or

not,  going  in  and out  tocheck  their

business.  And  also  radical  students

(and gringos) and workers.

All  these characters define and flow

into this atipic project. Its creators still
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prefer calling it  Network, in which a

huge  number  of  cultural  shakers,

group  of  artistic  and  communicativ

action,  artists  (some  of  them  also

from  the  Biennale  of  Venice  or  the

Documenta  in  Kassel),  act  outside,

right into the cities (the backbone of

InSite, this year organized by Osvaldo

Sàanchez) ,  meetings,  show  in

museum  and  galleries,  lectures  that

involved powerful institution like the

Visual  Arts  of  the  University  of  San

Diego  or  the  UNAM,  Universidad

autonoma  de  Mexico.

.

The Web site of InSite05 is, obviuosly,

bilingual and it was thought to be the

place  to  collect  all  the  activities,

which  reach  their  best  just  in  the

moment they are placed one next to

the other: fragments of a mosaic, they

describe  a  specific  reality  but  have

sense only all together.

From these  mosaic  it  is  possible  to

understand that  the so called urban

post  post  context  (  post  industrial,

post  modern,  post  ideological),  are

going to be destroyed, that life in the

cities  is  based  on  moving  and  on

exchange,  that  Downtown  couldn’t

exist  without  Suburbs,  that  the

paradigma of  citizenship is  going to

fail �said Osvaldo Sànchez � as the idea

of  border .  Present ing  art  in  a

transnational  land  (San  Diego  and

Tijuana  are  separated  by  less  than

20km,  a  continuum  of  houses  and

roads  in  which  it  is  hard  to  find  a

beginning and a end) means pointing

out the coherence of the political and

social  system,  that  prefer  difference

rather  than  condivision  and  stillness

rather than fluency.

.

For those who are reaching InSite 05,

it  is  to  notice  Ti juana  Cal l ing-

Llamando  Tijuana,  online  project  by

Marc Tribe with works of  Fran Ilich,

Ricardo  Miranda  Zuniga,  Ricardo

Dominguez  and  Coco  Fusco,  Angel

Nevarez  and  Alex  Rivera.  The  most

interesting  thing  about  the  online

show is that every project is the result
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of a  sociological  investigation.  Every

work  is  the  story  of  one  of  the

thousands  different  reality  of  this

peculiar  land.

Turista  Fronterizo,  corealized  by

Ricardo Dominguez and Coco Fusco,

is  a  great  interactiv  snakes  and

ladders . You can choose to be a freak

girl  of  San  Francisco,  studying

antropology andwanting to know the

problems of the latinos, or to be a an

atipic workers of Tijuana who want to

find a better job, and following them

crossing the border.

Tj Cybercholos (a project of literatura

tactica/  un  proyecto  de  tactical

l i t e r a t u r e )  b y  F r a n  I l i c h ,  a n

hypertextual  narration about  Border,

updated daily.

.

LowDrone, is the flying machine, with

camera,  by  Angel  Nevarez  and Alex

Rivera which tries to pass the border.

Corridos by Anne Marie Schleiner and

Luis  Hernadez  is  a  3d  videogame,

download and open source, that allow

to pass the border using one of the

tunnel used by narco dealers between

Tijuana and San Isidro.

Dentimundo, dentistas en la frontera/

dentists on the Border Mexico/Usa, by

Ricardo  Miranda  Zuniga  Kurt  with

Olmstead & Brooke Singer, a trip into

the dentists office of Tijuana that, as

we learn from the karaoke in which

the  lyrics  are  pointed  by  a  jumping

teeth- studied in Unam in Mexico City

and work near the border “Between

Whore,  drug  sellers  and  mezcal”  to

cure  the  gringos  who  can’t  afford

medical insurance in thier country.

www.turistafronterizo.net

http://delete.tv/loscybercholos/

www.lowdrone.com/

http://ungravity.org/corridos

www.dentimundo.com/

www.insite05.org/auxillary/tjcalling2.

htm
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New Media Art, Selling Immateriality
Maria Rita Silvestri

The immateriality  of  the new media

art creates confusion in the world art

system to the point that at  its  start

the ownership of this digital works to

the  traditional  and  institutional  art

system was in doubt. But this is the

r e a l  e x c i t i n g  a s p e c t  o f  t h e

phenomenon.  The  works  created

through the new technologies are, in

their  pure  form,  software,  that  is

nothing  but  0  and  1,  on  and  off.

Simple  electromagnetic  impulses

that,  being  digital  then  electric,  are

naturally immaterial.

This art form is composed of a code

appropriately written by the artist. So

the code is like colours or clay that the

art ist  usual ly  mould  to  create

something.  Results  may  vary,  as

always  happen  in  art,  most  of  all

because of the higher versatility of the

digital  instrument.  However  the  art

worth has always been immaterial, as

we are delighted by its aesthetic, so

the net art is a little bit closer to the

substance  that  constitute  its  own

worth.  After  some  year  from  its

naissance, let’s see where the media

art market arrived, but most of all let’s

see how much buyers and collectors

h a v e  u n d e r s t o o d  a b o u t  t h e

phenomenon.

.

The pure essence of media art is then

the  software.  And  the  only  one,  so

brave  to  sell  it,  is  him again:  Steve

Sacks, manager of art galleries in New

York  and  Seoul  .  H is  website  (

www.softwarespace.com ) sell artistic

software and send them to you.

Steve Saks sell enough software. But

he  explains  that  the  market  asks

mostly  installations,  because buyers,
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institutions  and  museums  included,

rather  prefer  that  the artist  gave to

them  the  most  right  instrument  for

enjoy the work. Actually, most of the

installations  sold  by  the  gallery

Bitforms  are  simple  net.art  works

installed  on  PC  with  touch  screen

monitors. “Buyers, from collectors to

corporations,  still  prefer  a  material

object  rather  than  a  software”,  says

Sacks.  It  doesn’t  matter  if  they  pay

from 200 to 10.000 dollars!

Pay  attention  though.  Software  are

not  always  so  cheap.  Mark  Amerika

sold  the  Filmtext  DVD  to  a  private

collectors for 10.000 dollars and the

famous  Guggenheim  paid  15.000

dollars  each  for  two  net.art  works:

Net.flag and Unfolding Object.

.

There i  salso who sell  the access to

works  on-line,  as  Waiting  Room  by

Mark  Napier .  The  same  art i s t

represented  by  Bitforms  states  that

“sel l  insta l lat ions  i t  i s  just  an

intermediate  methodology,  waiting

that  buyers  will  understand the real

worth of softwares”. There are brilliant

installations  in  the  market  that

contradict this theory, as the mirrors

of Daniel Rozin to the works with led

by  Jim  Campbell.  These  are  works

that  use  digital  technologies  within

traditional  materials.  Once  again,

results  may  vary  from  interactive

sculptures  to  moving  painting.

P r e s s  i s  a  w i d e s p r e a d  s a l e

methodology in the digital art world.

Works,  created  with  appropriate

software  written  by  art ists  or

commercial, are printed on canvas or

paper  and sold to different  galleries

such as Bitform or Analix Forever from

Geneva. Even here in Italy there is an

on-line  gallery  called  Graphola,  that

sell  printed  matter  at  bargain  price

(150-200  euros).  Graphola  has  a

selection of 100 artists and its director

says that sales are most of all in the

sphere of the interior design.

.

There are also net.artists that sell even
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fetishes,  objects  that  usually  remind

the on-line work, merchandising sold

as  work  of  art.  So,  while  the  new

media  marketing  works  to  increase

sales  and  support  new  artists,  it  is

necessary  that  buyers  are  informed

more and more to find out which are

the works worth buying.

Only spreading the new media culture

will lead us to a solid new media art

market.

www.markamerika.com/filmtext/

www.guggenheimcollection.org/site/

medium_works_Internet_Art_0.html

www.graphola.com/

www.jimcampbell.tv/

http://smoothware.com/danny/
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Interactions And New Perceptions
Motor

“I  figure  that  the  listener  requires

about  half  of  what  you  think  you

require when you’re the creator,” says

Brian Eno. During festivals I often hear

artists and organizers say “digital art is

for  few  people”.  The  exhibitions

numbers  (affluences,  sold  specialist

books or DVDs, software licenses etc.)

seem to confirm this statement. But is

it  entirely  true?  Is  really  creative

digital  art  for  few  people?

Obviously not. Nowadays digital is an

integrant part of mainstream culture.

Let’s  think  about  chat  lines,  mobile

phones,  video  games,  films  entirely

made  up  of  digital  effects,  remix

culture, television, personal computer,

Disneyworld  like  virtual  reality,

electronic  gadget  culture.  We  can’t

even  say  the  audience  doesn’t  like

digital creativity, let’s think about how

new  technologic  wonders  are

welcomed  –  above  al l  from  the

youngest people. And there it comes

“But  you can’t  call  it  ART”.  Add the

presumption of knowing what art is to

the presumption of being artists, even

if  minor  or  underestimated  artists.

Maybe that’s because digital lacks on

stage  experience?  The  important

thing in rock music is to communicate

with the audience but even the dj is a

good dj if  he understands and leads

the audience mood. We don’t have to

forget the music the dj plays has been

conceived  and  created  by  other

people with the same means currently

used  in  digita l  art :  a  personal

computer.

.

So the difference is in the first case

the artistic digital product is tested to

the public through the dj figure while

in the second case what is judged is
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the theory behind the product. This is

t h e  c a u s e  o f  a  g e n e r a l

incomprehension of electronic art and

one of the reasons for it’s so difficult

to  find funds  for  the  typical  “digital

art”  projects.  Isn’t  it  a  paradox

telecoms  try  so  hard  to  find  new

languages  and uses  for  the  digital  �

obviously to make money � and they

don’t find them? Isn’t it a paradox that

multimedia  producers  look  for  new

paradigms (to sell of course) and they

don’t find them?

This is not at all contradictory � as the

best engaged artists currently do � to

make politics and alternative culture

in the digital world. It’s contradictory

and  very  snobbish  to  th ink  of

succeeding  without  compromise

oneself  a  little.  The  actual  digital

s c e n e  p e r f e c t l y  r e f l e c t s  t h e

mainstream pop scene in a reduced

scale.  There  are  few  innovators

(maybe 5%) and the others imitate. It’s

not  weird:  imitation  is  a  powerful

cultural  machine. Our own emphatic

perception  has  imitative  basis:

neurons  copy,  emulate  the  emotion

we  felt .  Two  of  the  successful

strategies  of  craftsmen have  always

been  imitation  and  improvement.  If

we’re  elaborating  new  languages  it

does make sense the use and the re-

use of the existent, even videogames

have  successfully  developed  an

extremely complex language through

few  evolutive  jumps  and  infinite

improvements.  Creative  Commons

are  laying  stress  on  this,  let’s  see.

.

The objection these artistic products

are  too  complex  to  be  available  to

everyone seems to me only a wrong

towards  filmmakers  and  videogame

creators. Then if we put the stress on

technologic  novelty  only  we  don’t

have  to  be  surprised  if  the  interest

merely  lasts  since  the  next  special

ef fect .  The  problem  here  i s  a

communication one also (or better a

problem  of  the  communication

culture  as  Perniola  would  say.)

So what the so-called “digital artists”

can do about snobbish crisis, sense of

abandon,  marginality,  technologies

that  often  overwhelm  for  their

complexity  and  speediness?  Has

digital art to be intended as abstract

art of the eye, algorithmic code, and

expressionistic  supremacy  of  the

gesture, of the hand, of the case or as

a  third  Baconian  way?  When  the

digital art is completely entrusted to

the  concept,  to  the  code,  it  gets
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closer  to  abstractionism.  When  it

completely  trusts  to  interactions  it

becomes  express ionism.  The

challenge is to find a third way, with

craftsmen humility.  Let’s  come back

to perception, to what happens after

or  through  the  interface,  from  the

machine point of view but from the

point  of  view  of  the  audience  too.

Let’s use technologies and knowledge

to  reach  the  audience  through  his

perception (or  his  manipulation)  and

not  for  writing  demonstrations  of

theorems  on  the  blackboard.  Let’s

learn  from  the  audience.  Let’s  ask

ourselves where the vertigo of some

digital  generated  images  or  sounds

come from: Do they come from the

formula or from how people perceive

them? I  vote  for  the  second option

and about the first I don’t care.
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Living Theatre, Fuck The Legend!
Annamaria Monteverdi

Judith Malina and Hanon Reznikov of

the Living Theatre have introduced to

the Politeama of Cascina ( Pisa ) the

movie  Resist!  by  Dirk  Szouszies  and

Karin Kaper about the history of the

revolutionary  theatre  company.

Twenty  years  after  Julian  Beck  dead.

Julian Beck died in New York the 14 th

September 1985 . He was the founder

with  Judith  Malina  of  the  “Living

Theatre”  group,  still  alive  after  fifty

years  of  activity  and  most  famous

group  of  the  theatrical  neo-avan-

-garde. His anarchic-pacifist message

has  turned  the  world-wide  scene

u p s i d e - d o w n ,  b e c o m i n g  t h e

cornerstone  of  the  contemporary

expressive research.  Julian Beck has

been one of  the most  extraordinary

creative  minds  of  the  twentieth

century.  Poet  and  painter,  director,

actor and stage designer, he has been

the  cries  and  the  rebellion  to  the

capitalist and warmonger society with

his  cruel  theatre inspired by Artaud,

that  touched  the  public  sensitivity.

Theatre from which you could inquire

into the world, “ameliorative” theatre

as Beck said,  theatre of change and

social knowledge. According to some

cr i t ics ,  the  imposing  art is t ic

personal i ty  of  Beck  would  be

compared  to  Vasili j  Kandinskij,

because  of  his  fundamental  and

revolutionary  work of  destruction of

the  traditional  artistic  form.  Here

some  of  the  masterpiece  by  Julian

B e c k  a n d  J u d i t h  M a l i n a :  T h e

Connection, hyper-realism expressive

strength; Antigone, manifesto of the

pacifism and disobedience during the

sixty-eight;  “Mysteries”,  the  free

theatre,  and  Paradise  Now,  the

revolution  on  stage.

.
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For  all  of  us  that  have  seen  in  the

Living  Theatre  the  incarnation  of  a

concrete  utopia  of  an  ant  history,

made  of  bodies  and  actions  that

invade people and roads of New York

or  the  factories  of  Pittsburgh  ,  the

memory is  a  duty.  To  celebrate  the

reminiscence of  Beck,  Judith  Malina

arrived in Italy with his husband and

director  of  the  company  Hanon

Reznikov  for  a  short  tour.  At  the

Politeama of Cascina they presented

“Resist!”  a  passionate  movie  shot

digital and turned into 35 mm from an

ex-member  of  the  company,  Dirk

Szouszies (This  event was edited by

Politeama, the University of Pisa and

the  Students  Forum  of  the  Scuola

Normale Superiore of Pisa ).

Since  April  2000  Szouszies  has

followed them in several parts of the

world while the group was staging a

musical  version  of  Paradise  Now  in

the United States and while their last

show Resistence was played to bring

an optimistic anti-violent message in

Lebanese  and  Genoa  ,  during  the

Anti-G8. These are the two moments

on  which  Dirk  Szousies  focused  his

attention,  demonstrating  both  the

power  of  breaking  and  going  on,

conceptual and ideal, of the job of the

Living Theatre,  in  perfect  coherence

with the idea of Malina and Beck of a

theatre  “presence in  the  world”  and

“interminable  process”.  And  through

the  “actions”  on  the  way:  from  the

cycle of The inheritance of Caino to

Not in my name, natural filiations of

“Antigone”  and  Frankenstein,  which

already foresaw the escape from the

theatr ical-cultural  bourgeois

structure.

.

The  movie  restore  with  great

effectiveness  the  strength,  the

engagement and the resistance of the

group  to  a  “frankensteinian”  world

(and artistic system�), bringing us into

the crucial moments of their existence

and in the places where Living lives

today: the New York of Ground Zero

and  Rocchetta  Ligure,  where  Judith

Malina  and  Hanon  Reznikov  debate

and  plan  the  next  work  about

Revolution,  as  Malina  said,  with  the

new  generation  of  actors  from  the

company.

Judith  Malina  greeted  the  large

audience reading some of her poems

from her  recent collection Love and

Politics. She touched the crowd telling

her dream to open a new theatre in

Manhattan at the age of eighty.
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It’s Time To Zimmerfrei
Massimo Schiavoni

‘ I ’m  not  interested  in  creating

excellent,  beautiful,  new,  marvellous

“art  objects”,  but  I  am in  proposing

time  and  sense:  different  ways  to

listen to time, different places where

share time, exercises to train senses

or ways to find our own sense. I have

the great privilege to work in the field

of  art :  I  have  the  r ight  of  f ree

expression  and  attention.  All  my

thoughts  and  fears,  my  tension,

sensitivity  and  intuition,  my  energy

are related with my activity. It is like

living a double quantity of life in the

middle of a community».

In these few lines the video director

and  performer  Anna  de  Manincor

expresses  a  clear  concept,  though

hard to absorb and digest in a while:

time  and  sense  are  key  words  of

everyday life, but they can also come

into  conflict  with  each  other.  Time

and sense live in the same habitat, in

the  same  soul,  until  our  artistic

activity put us in front of a possibility:

our alter ego, predisposed to be open

and agreeable to our double life, that

is  a  time in  which other  senses  are

dominant.

.

The artistic  activity  of  the collective

from  Bologna  ,  that  count  Anna

Rispoli  (theatrical  director  and

performer)  and  Massimo  Carozzi

(sound  designer)  between  i ts

members, bring us out of the present,

as  time  wouldn’t  have  an  absolute

s h a p e  o f  e x p r e s s i o n  a n d

measurement. We find a match with

this  statement  in  the  penultimate

installation Panorama_Bologna at the

MAN, the Art Museum of Nuoro . The

installation,  created  inside  the

collective video art Modern Times by
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the  critical  Maria  Rosa  Sossai,  uses

time as a sort of Big Brother so that

Bologna  is  photographed  in  its

everyday  life.

The video it’s  an only  and non-stop

360°  panoramic  around  which  light

and  time  slide  fast.  Instead,  some

people in the foreground seem to last,

leaving  a  defined  trace  of  their

passage,  until  they  multiply  at  the

same  present  and  shared  time.  The

set lasts 12 hours. Citizens and tourists

are explicitly asked to pass and stop

as  long  as  they  can  in  Neptune’s

Square,  where  the  video  camera-

clock hand flow without interruption,

recording and painting every face and

every movement.

.

Time  f low  can  be  perceived  in

completely different ways by people

that coexist in the same moment. In

Neptune ‘s  square Time proceeds in

two  different  manners  and  two

cameras  record  two  presents  that

differ in speed and density. This work

represents  an  immaterial  dimension,

the  thoughts  and  imagination  one.

T i m e  i s  n o t  a  s e q u e n c e  o f

chronological intervals and the public

does not observe its true experience,

rather something visionary, similar to

a mental process.

The more time you use �or waste- in

front of the lens, the more you leave

clues of you (if you are able to stand

still  for  a  long  time),  because  the

extension of recording time become

intensity  through  its  acceleration

during  the  edit ing.  Therefore

Panorama_Bologna  materializes  the

wish  to  engrave  our  own  piece  of

time, making it intense and dense, as

death would never come. So time that

flies, frail humanity, wide present and

multiplied senses.

.

ZimmerFrei  will  be  in  charge  of  a

productive seat in Germany during the

month  of  November,  working

between  Berlin  and  Frankfurt  .  The

German  première  of  the  “Quando”
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performance  will  be  in  Berlin  next

Thursday  3  rd  and  Fr iday  4  th

November, during the Italian theatre

exhibition  Italienisher  Theaterherbst

i n  B e r l i n   o n  t h e  p r e m i s e s  o f

Sophiensæle. It then lead to Festival

p l a t e a u x  –  n e w  p o s i t i o n s  i n

international  performing  arts  in

“Künstlerhaus  Mousonturm  –  Studio

und Cristallobar”  Thursday 12 th and

Friday 13 th November.

This performance realizes one of our

deepest  dream  as  well:  get  into  a

parallel dimension where, at the same

time, our bodies have different lives

and  destinies.  It  is  set  in  different

rooms next to each other (free room,

as  the  translation  of  Zimmer  Frei

says),  where  the  three  performers

double,  so that they can be seen in

more  spaces.  Their  presence  is  also

multiplied  by  the  projection  of  life-

size  slides,  which  anticipate  actions

just a little while, even if they let the

real people multiplication happen. For

this  purpose  the  collective  has

organized a casting and a laboratory

in  Germany to  find  their  double  (as

they did in Bologna ,  Rome ,  Genoa

and Brussels  ).  Doing  this,  they  can

exploit the possibility of visibility and

illusionism of the architectural spaces,

trying to know each other as much as

they  can,  moving  almost  identically

although  keeping  their  different  life

paths, intentions and destinies.
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“People  often  say  they  remember  a

past life. I say I remember a different,

deeply  different  present  life”.  From

this  sentence  by  the  science  fiction

writer Philip Dick � supported by the

scientific  hypothesis  by  Stephen

Hawking  and  Paul  Davies  -  rise  the

fascinating  performance  of  the

Bologna  collective  that  investigates

about semi-real world, populated by

twins, inhabitants that reproduce their

se lves  hoping  to  remain .  The

memories  are  not  about  the  past,

rather  about  another  present,  a

para l le l  one.  Sounds,  bodies ,

pro ject ions  create  sp l i t t ing ,

overlapping,  persistence and shifting

of figures, a continuous fork of paths,

that  produce  effects  of  suggestive

scenic ambiguity.

Therefore “Wann? Wenn” it is a part of

the  cycle  of  performances  that

i n v e s t i g a t e  t h e  T i m e  a n d  i t s

contiguous  plans.  In  the  show  two

various  presents  cohabit  and  the

interpreters of ZimmerFrei are present

in flesh and blood in  both of  them,

even  if  in  different  and  separated

lives.  The  continuous  transformation

of  future  in  past  makes  in  fact

impossible  define  the  present,  in

which we live. When therefore? How

much  does  the  present  last?  And

where does it find itself? We do not

know from where  we come neither

where  we are  going.  It  is  now that

time chases us,  but  we also lack it.

How many lives do we need to live

properly? What if we were living also

other existences, in other places? Not

far  away,  there are ours  other  lives,

separated from spaces of time. We’re

not  talking  about  black  antimatter

holes,  but  white  corridors  between

parallels  lives  or  small  episodes  of

negentrophia  in  which  the  stasis  or

the temporal inversion are possible.

The performance lands in Germany ,

continuing its search of the double, of

the “doppelganger”, of the alter ego.

This way, the vectorial conception of

history  come  to  a  crisis,  and  Time

becomes a zone.

www.museoman.it

www.sophiensaele.com

www.mousonturm.de

www.plateaux.info
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Klee As Software
Domenico Quaranta

“When we leave a first mark/the page

is no longer empty/the symmetry is

broken/  and  the  drawing  starts  to

live”.  This  is  the  incipit  of  Mobility

Agents. A Computational Sketchbook

, by John F. Simon, Jr ., which has just

been  publ ished  in  a  fancy  CD-

ROM+booklet by Printed Matter Inc. in

collaboration  with  the  Whitney

Museum  of  American  Art  (it  now

features  on  the  last  Gate  Page  of

Artport, the Whitney’s online gallery).

As  the  subtitle  suggests,  it  is  a

sketchbook, but “computational” i.e. it

is not a simple sequence of notes and

drawings  l ike  Pedagogisches

SkizzenBuch published by Paul Klee in

1925 (that Mobility Agents  explicitly

compliments). It is not only an album

you can read, it is also an album to fill;

it is not a set of drawings, it is a set of

software to draw. Mobility Agents  is

written  in  Java  and  collects  three

drawing  tools  developed  in  three

different  varieties:  Hatch  Tool,  Rake

Tool and Spin Tool .

.

Simon’s  reflection  concentrates  on

the  fundamental  elements  of  the

drawing  (i.e.  point  line  and  surface)

and on the capacity of the software to

automate  a  ser ies  of  complex

processes  which  are  implicit  in  the

activity of a designer. This means that

in Mobility Agents we won’t find the

common  tools  and  effects  of  the

other  graphic  programs  �  which  are

usually  photorealistic-oriented  �  but

we  won’t  also  find  its  controversial

overthrow (Like Auto-Illustrator ).

Simone confines himself to conferring

various options of complexity to the

simple operation of  tracing a line:  a
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series  of  limited  options  that  gives

however almost unlimited possibilities

of experimentation and combination.

For  instance,  the  Hatch  Tool  
visualizes in different ways � through

lines  intersecting the  principal  line  �

the hand gesture speed and direction;

the Rake Tool  makes the traced line

multiple  then  it  intervenes  on  this

sheaf of lines with various parameters;

in the Spin Tool  the drawing tool is

not a simple point,  but a short pole

that revolves on its axis. However, this

description  doesn’t  show  all  the

complexity  of  John  Simon’s  project.

.

Mobility  Agent   is  in  fact  far  from

simply  being  a  tool  for  budding

designers.  First  of  all  it’s  a  grief-

stricken homage to Paul Klee , whose

work  is  considered  by  Simon  as  an

archive of potentialities that was only

waiting to be activated in a flowing

environment. Simon is in a sense the

last heir of the Bauhaus  tradition and

Mobility  Agents   goes  in  addiction

with  The  Art  of  Colour   by  Itten  ,

Kandinsky  ‘s  and  Klee  ‘s  texts  and

Albers ‘ and Moholinagy ‘s notes.

Simon  created  a  drawing  board  he

used to realize his works and that is

now  available  for  his  public.  This

drawing board is a drawing tool, but

above all it’s a Software Art work, the

result of a twenty years reflection on

drawing and software, an exercise of

creative  writing  (in  the  sense  of

writing  that  creates,  which  has  the

incredible “power to do what it says”).

Finally  it’s  an  extraordinary  log  that

accompanies us through the all John

Simon’s  journey  and  through  his

twenty  years  of  experimentations

with  the  software.

.

This  journey,  started  in  1989,

registered  the  passage  from  the

software at figuration (and repetition

of old processes) disposal to the code

as an object of research and heart of

the  work ;  From  Every  Icon  �  a

masterpiece of depersonalization and

automation,  a  work  that  should
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register  every  implicit  figurative

possibilities in a grid of 32×32 squares

and  that  turns  into  a  process  that

almost  touches  eternity  without

giving back to us the satisfaction of a

legible image � to the revelation that

the creative work of an artist  issues

from the choices he made inside this

“catalogue of  possibilities”;  from the

print  that  fix  the  dynamism  of  the

process  in  the  immobility  of  the

drawing to  the screen sculptures  of

late  ’90s  that  keeps  this  dynamism

alive;  from  interactivity  to  the

contemplation  of  a  dynamic  but

ended  process.

In other words, Mobility Agents  lays

o u t  t h e  h i s t o r y  o f  r e c e n t

experimentation with media through

the emblematic vicissitudes of one of

its  absolute  protagonists.  A  history

m a d e  o f  e n t h u s i a s m ,  j u m p s ,

discoveries and disappointments but

above  all  a  history  of  experiments.

First try and then trust.

www.numeral.com/souvenirs/mobilit

yagents/mobilityagents.html

www.numeral.com/

http://artport.whitney.org/

www.auto-illustrator.com/
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Generative X, Between Art And Code
Fabio Franchino

Marius Watz , active as an artist since

the early ’90s, has recently organized

G e n e r a t i v e  X ,  a  m e e t i n g  o f

conferences  and  exhibitions  centred

in computational design, which took

place in Oslo at the end of September.

This is a very important event because

it’s the first to be centred in this ambit

and it boasts of the presence of some

of the most important names on the

computational  field  like  for  example

C a s e y  R e a s ,  B e n  F r y ,  M a r t i n

Wattenberg, Golan Levin .  The festival

theme is also very interesting because

it  raises  a  fundamental  question:

what’s  the  software  and  art  and

design  generative  strategies  actual

role? The festival is like a framework in

which  we  can  distinguish  some

essential  ambits,  i.e.  generative
aesthetics  ,  designing  processes  ,
performative software  and software

by creatives for creatives .

In  particular  there  are  two principal

sections called ‘ Code as Material’ and

‘Code as Method‘ . The first section is

dedicated to artists using the code as

a  primary  expressive  form  that

conceived and developed algorithms

to obtain a very personal expression in

the  result.  The  second  section  is

dedicated to artists that have in a way

conceptually theorized the generative

practice  or  that  have  conceived

software  for  artists.

.

Waltz released an interview where he

talked about his point of view � which I

agree with �  that  partly  responds to

t h e  q u e s t i o n .  I n  g e n e r a l  t h e

Generative  Art  is  seen  as  a  stylistic

current  of  tendentially  abstract

images  production.
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As  a  matter  of  fact  it’s  better  to

imagine it as a strategy for an artistic

practice, a way of thinking and acting

to  conceive  and  realise  an  artistic

work.  This  opinion is  also confirmed

by  the  activity  of  pre-computer  era

pioneers  because  even  if  there’s  no

affinity in a stylistic  and formal  way

their  productive  process  is  similar.

Another  interesting  aspect  is  the

separation  between  generative  art

and  software  art  works  and  artists.

.

Actually the border is sometimes very

ephemeral and very often artists who

are concerned with software art  are

also interested in generative art. But

t h e r e  a r e  s o m e  c o n c e p t u a l

differences in the framework,  in the

starting  spur,  in  the  philosophy.  In

software  art  political  and  social

matters  very  often  represent  the

incitement to conceive a work full of

irony, demagogy and satire. We must

underline  that  most  of  software  art

artists  are  part  of  the  Open Source

movement, which is notably politically

and socially lined up.

On  the  other  hand  generative  art

artists  are  mainly  focalized  on

aesthetic  and  formal  system  where

software is simply a tool to create the

work.  In some way the software art

emulates,  desecrates and plays with

the  roles  of  the  system  we  live  in

while generative art is a little bit out of

o u r  w o r l d  a s  r e g a r d s  s o c i a l

responsibility. They direct on a formal

and aesthetic research of the work of

art,  which  wouldn’t  be  possible  to

obtain by means of the code only.

.

So Generator X marks a fundamental

f u l l  s t o p  i n  t h e  b i o g r a p h y  o f

generative and software art. It is clear

the  time  has  come  to  strike  in  the

commercial  context  to  give  the

possibility  to  the  best  artists  to

experiment because the organs which

s h o u l d  s p r e a d  a n d  i n c e n t i v e

innovative culture clearly  don’t  care.

Not to say a word about art dealers

system.
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www.generatorx.no

www.unlekker.net

www.evolutionzone.com
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Techne 05, Border Poetic
Miriam Petruzzelli

The  space  of  choice  of  the  art

choosing  new  technologies  and

technology  innovation  becoming

linguistic change is one of the most

waited for  events  of  this  autumn in

Milan : Techne 05 third edition of an

international  biennial  exhibition

promoted  by  the  Province  of  Milan

that, from 1999, collects some of the

most  refined  and  mature  artistic

experiences  in  this  field.

The first edition proposed a journey in

the video installations world between

classic  works  and  last  generation

experimentations and the second one

was centred in interactivity in Italy .

2005 edition is aimed at looking into

the relationship between analogical or

digital video image and its possibilities

“beyond the screen”. It  is difficult to

consider it a coincidence if we dwell

upon the importance of the “visible” in

our culture �  as this year Philosophy

Festival  testified; actually this choice �

sided  with  consolidated  and  often

disputable  positions  �  has  partly

disappointed  techno-enthusiastic

people.

.

Here  technology  isn’t  an  indiscreet

and  invasive  presence,  but  it  is

presented  as  a  consolidated  artistic

argument.  Promoted  by  Romano

Fattorossi,  well-known  Invideo  

promoter,  in  collaboration  with  the

culture  section  of  the  Province  of

Milan,  Techné  begins  �  or  closes,  it

depends on the points of view � with a

good Studio Azzurro  work installed at

the  entrance:  the  castaways  of  the

contemporary  time press,  push,  fall,

rise again and try again to get over

that invisible but impassable border.
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Created  between  two  millenniums

this  work  of  art  still  gives  food  for

thought  on  melting  or,  better,

unceasingly  moving  and  arising

borders.  But  the  video  installation

created by the well-known American

artist Bill  Viola is  the catalyst of the

whole  gallery.  This  work  of  art  �

strongly wanted by the organization

of  the  event  and  presented  for  the

first time in Italy � is entitled Ascension

. It is an anxious representation of the

never  ending  life  and  death  cycle

whose  borders  seem  to  dissolve  as

the  air  bubbles  floating  around  the

suspended  and  inert  body.  The

installation is lit by a light that recalls

Caravaggio’s  one.  This  work  of  art

occupies the place of honour in the

gallery and it is plunged in a sort of

aquarium  that  takes  the  audience

breath  away  g iv ing  them  the

sensation of being dived in the depth

of unknown waters.

.

Mario Canali  changes the gallery tune

with M.OTU, an interactive installation

inspired from the traditional Japanese

sport  Sumo.  Forced  to  put  on  the

typical  position  of  these  stout

wrestlers contenders sit one opposite

the other with their hands stretched

on  the  game-table  which  has  a

monitor in the middle that visualizes

the  competition  area.  Contenders,

represented  by  two  pawns,  study

each other  to  emotionally  challenge

one  another  through  the  heartbeat

detect ion  and  the  sk in  micro

perspiration.  The  winner  is  the  one

who manages to send the other out of

the dohyo  without losing his temper

while a projection on the screen show

the public the emotional course of the

contest.

It’s an exciting game born from a long

research of the artist on machines for

the unconscious , which will be part of

a  retrospective  The  Arengario  in

Monza will  dedicate to  him from 17

March to 14 May. As a matter of fact

from this  year on in addition to the

city Techne absorbs the province in its

t e r r i t o r y  i n  s e v e n  e x c e l l e n t

environments:  the  Spazio  Oberdan,

five of the foreign cultural centres (the

Swiss  Cultural  Centre,  the  Austrian

Culture Forum, the Cervantes Institute

and the Centre Culturel Français), the

Pirelli Hangar � which will entertain the

Tableau  Vivant  �  Flute  Magique  by

Gabriele Amadori (24, 25, 26 February

2006)  and  the  Monza  Arengario.

Seven  environments  for  fourteen

artists  from  the  two  sides  of  the
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Atlantic . From well-known artists to

new expressions � not too many to tell

the  truth  �  from Italy  ,  mainly  from

Milan  and  from  foreign  countries:

sixteen works of art like for example

Demolition  by  Luiz  Duva  ,  where

border is again the main theme. This

video  installation  in  fact  gives  the

visitor the possibility to punch a white

wall projected on a real wall pushing a

ser ies  of  buttons  to  the  tota l

destruction  of  the  image  that  let

perceive the presence of  something

else  beyond.  A  work  of  great  force

and irony.

.

The  British  cineaste  Terry  Flaxton  

talks about border too proposing an

irreverent  virtual  banquet  with  a

surprising ending for the patient ones.

Phases  �  an  instal lat ion  by  the

Milanese group Agon � is animated by

a soft and discreet interactivity. There

are dancers move at different rhythms

according with the closeness  of  the

visitors to the screens. Spoon River 

b y  A l e s s a n d r o  A m a d u c c i   i s

completely different. The video maker

from  Torino  tells  about  hallucinated

nightmares full of reminiscences and

implications making the characters of

Edgar Lee Master anthology talk.

F ina l ly  the  work  of  Antonel la

Bussanich  asks  young  people  to

explain  in  a  word  “the  nowadays

world”. The result � which is not at all

an  optimistic  one  �  is  a  carousel  of

faces  and  words  led  by  the  word

“war”.  The catalogue of  Techne was

made by Antonio Caronia, one of the

most  attentive  researcher  of  the

p h e n o m e n a  c o n c e r n i n g  n e w

technologies  social  and  cultural

impact.  There’s  a  talk  over  about

Techne but maybe it doesn’t show the

ideas of the digital era swarming. The

meeting cycle  The art  in  the era  of

digital reproducibility  is organized at

the  Spazio  Oberdan  by  Antonio

Caronia,  Enrico  Livraghi  e  Simona

P e z z a n o .  N e x t  d a t e  M o n d a y

November the 7 for a rendezvous with

Andrea  Balzola   on  “languages  and

aesthetics of the digital era”.

www.mostrainvideo.com

www.provincia.milano.it/cultura
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Dara Friedman: Sunset Island
Monica Ponzini

Created by Woody and Steina Vasulka

in 1971 as an artistic association and

privi leged  space  for  video  and

vanguard  music  experimentations,

The Kitchen in New York remains one

o f  a r t i s t i c  e x p e r i m e n t a t i o n

c o n t e m p o r a r y  h o t  s p o t s .  I t s

programming ranges from multimedia

to  performance,  from  concerts  to

lectures  and  of fers  a  var ious

landscape of new trends. During the

years  the  centre  entertained  such

artists as Vito Acconci, Gary Hill, Kiki

Smith and the ones who are now part

of  the  directive  board,  for  example

Laurie  Anderson,  Philip  Glass  and

Meredith  Monk  .

Since  last  year  the  direction  of  the

centre has been entrusted to one of

the most interesting promoter of the

moment,  Debra  Singer  ,  who  co-

promotes the last Whitney Biennial.
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.

In  September-October  of  this  year

The Kitchen presented the last  Dara

Friedman  work, a two channels video

installation  entitled  Sunset  Island  ,

promoted  by  Ali  Subotnick   (co-

promoter with Maurizio Cattelan and

Massimiliano  Gioni  of  the  Forth

Biennial  of  Berlin).  A  young but  not

too  young  couple,  a  man  and  a

woman  of  stereotyped  beauty  (the

man is the Italian macho type and the

woman  the  Brazilian  soap-opera

starlet  type)  move  into  similar  but

separated  spaces  and  they  ask

themselves  a  series  of  questions

ranging  from  existential ism  to

triviality. “What will become of us? Are

we alone? Are you like my mother?

What’s this smell?…”. Words chase one

another from a screen to the other,

from  an  environment  to  the  other,

without creating a logical connection

and without creating any interaction

between  the  two  protagonists  that

seem to have the camera as their only

interlocutor.

Dara  Friedman  (1961)  was  artistically

trained  in  Germany  ,  her  native

country, and in the USA , where she

now  l ives:  in  her  works  a  basic

structuralism  �  that  brings  to  use

repet i t ive  and  synchron ised

sequences  without  exceeding  in

purisms  �  and  the  influence  of  the

American  show  system  stratify.  In

particular  the  video  and  audio

r e p e t i t i o n  i s  a  f u n d a m e n t a l

characteristic  of  her  production:  on

one hand �  she declares  �  hearing a

person talk can reveal more about him

than  his  image;  on  the  other  hand

repetition  has  an  antinomy  value

because it can underline a message or

on  the  contrary  it  can  underplay  it

diminishing the quantity.

.

In Sunset Island  Dara Friedman adds

to the repetition-system a strong

unnatural sense: from the title of the

video � that recalls one of the most

exclusive areas of Miami � to the

interiors full of flowered or cream-

coloured furniture to the stereotyped
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and artefact beauty of the two

protagonists that could have had a

relationship or they could have simply

read a storyboard and then acted a

role which is at disposal of everyone

who decides to stop and looks at

them. And if were they simply objects

of a social experiment?.

www.thekitchen.org
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Link index

Connessioni Leggendarie, Interview To Netart

http://www.connessionileggendarie.it/

http://www.ready-made.net/

http://www.thething.it/netart/

Frieze Art Fair

http://www.friezeartfair.com/

http://www.frieze.com/

New Center Of Data Processing

http://www.rechenzentrum.org/

Mikomikona, Media Archeology

http://www.zuviel.tv/mikomikona.html

Slices, Electronic Music Magazine

http://www.eb-slices.net/

Retina.it: In The Volcano Hearth

http://www.retinait.com/

Xx(y), Technologyand Chromosomes

http://www.ippolita.net/

http://xxy.realityhacking.org/

Copyzero: All Rights Digitalized

http://www.comune.torino.it/musicainpiemonte/consulenze.htm

http://www.card.infocamere.it/firma/cps/manualeoperativo_PRA_2.12_I.pdf
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http://www.card.infocamere.it/servizi/vericert.htm

http://www.scuolaonline.wide.it/Pagine/pianowork22.html

http://www.costozero.org/

http://www.card.infocamere.it/

http://www.siae.it/

Cryonics, A Prospect Of Immortality

http://www.cryonet.org/orgs.html

http://www.benbest.com/cryonics/CryoFAQ.html#_IIIA_

http://www.alcor.org/

http://www.estropico.com/

What Will Be The Videogame To Come Like?

http://www.interactivestory.net/

http://www.interactivestory.net/download/

The Contemporary City Six Senses

http://www.bmbcon.demon.nl/justin/

http://www.plastique-fantastique.de/

http://www.oginoknauss.org/

http://www.slowmotion.it/

http://www.virginiaeleuteriserpieri.com/

http://www.moorroom.org/

Insite 05, Activist Network

http://www.turistafronterizo.net
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http://delete.tv/loscybercholos/%20

http://www.lowdrone.com/

http://ungravity.org/corridos

http://www.dentimundo.com/

http://www.insite05.org/auxillary/tjcalling2.htm

New Media Art, Selling Immateriality

http://www.softwarespace.com/

http://www.markamerika.com/filmtext/

http://www.guggenheimcollection.org/site/medium_works_Internet_Art_0.

html

http://www.graphola.com/

http://www.jimcampbell.tv/

http://smoothware.com/danny/

Interactions And New Perceptions

Living Theatre, Fuck The Legend!

http://www.livingtheatre.org

It’s Time To Zimmerfrei

http://www.museoman.it/

http://www.sophiensaele.com/

http://www.mousonturm.de/

http://www.plateaux.info/

Klee As Software

http://www.numeral.com/souvenirs/mobilityagents/mobilityagents.html
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http://www.numeral.com/

http://artport.whitney.org/

http://www.auto-illustrator.com/

Generative X, Between Art And Code

http://www.generatorx.no

http://www.generatorx.no

http://www.evolutionzone.com

Techne 05, Border Poetic

http://www.mostrainvideo.com/

http://www.provincia.milano.it/cultura

Dara Friedman: Sunset Island

http://www.thekitchen.org
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